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ABSTRACT

With the continued policy of deinstitutionalising psychiatric
inpatients, Lake Alice Hospital developed the Intensive
Learning Centre (ll..C) in an attempt to prepare their "hardto-place" clients for successful community placement. The
present research evaluated the ll..C programme's ability to
meet its' stated objectives, and compared the 15 ILC clients
to a group of 26 clients who had been transferred to
community placements 18 months earlier. Informant driven
measures of adaptive and maladaptive behaviours were used to
evaluate the effectiveness of the ll..C programme, and to
compare both subject groups on levels of functioning. The
findings indicated a short-term (5 month) improvement in the
general functioning levels of the ll..C clients, but this
improvement was not sustained at the 10 month follow-up. The
ll..C and community groups displayed similar levels in areas
such as independent functioning, economic and domestic
activity, violence, self-injury and verbal aggression. The
community group demonstrated higher levels of functioning in
areas such as social activity, self-care, community skills,
antisocial behaviour, withdrawal and inappropriate
behaviours. The implications and recommendations of these
fmdings for the staff, clients and treatment programme are
discussed.
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION

THE POLICY OF DEINSTITUTIONALISATION
Deinstitutionalisation is a policy that has been implemented in New Zealand's
mental health system since the 1950's (Haines & Abbott, 1986), with community
care coming into prominence in the 1970's (Mason, Ryan, & Bennett, 1988).
Deinstitutionalisation refers to the transfer of the care of mentally disordered
people from psychiatric hospitals to the community.

The removal of

psychiatrically disturbed people from the community to hospital settings was
welcomed in the 1800's. However, several factors have contributed to put current
pressure on health providers resulting in the deinstitutionalisation policy.

Several

authors report factors

contributing

to the

implementation

of

deinstitutionalisation in New Zealand (Haines & Abbott, 1986; Mason, Ryan, &
Bennett, 1988).
(1) Institutionalisation tended to result in the stigmatisation of the mentally

disordered person, and it promoted symptoms and interactions based on the
sick role. It was theorised that incorporating these people into the
community would help to decrease this stigmatisation.
(2) The patients did not always want or in some cases need to be in an
institution.
(3) There were growing reports of the detrimental effects of mental
hospitals.
(4) There was the advent of antipsychotic drugs which helped control the
symptoms of some psychiatric conditions.
(5) There was a growing need for community facilities.
(6) The civil rights movement began to dispute whether it was ethically
appropriate to incarcerate people for the rest of their lives.
(7) There was an international trend away from hospitalisation towards
deinstitutionalisation.
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(8) The government favoured the idea as it was reported to be less costly to
have community mental health facilities than inpatient hospital care.
The deinstitutionalisation movement attempts to avoid or minimise the conditions
that have been associated with institutionalised mental health care (Brunton 1986).
Principally, institutionalisation is reported to create dependency in those under its
charge (Lamb, 1993).

Hospitals have tended to remove the stressors and

responsibilities of daily life from patients. Over time this creates the progressive
loss of social and vocational capabilities, which in turn impairs the ability of the
person to adapt and function outside of a hospital setting (Kiesler, 1982).
Kiesler (1982) reviewed 10 studies which had randomly assigned seriously
disordered psychiatric patients to either inpatient care or to some form of
outpatient care. Kiesler reported that none of the studies found hospitalisation to
produce a more positive outcome than outpatient care. In fact, outpatient care
tended to result in a more favourable outcome as far as psychiatric evaluations,
the likelihood of employment, independent living arrangements, staying in school
and it was also reported to be more cost effective.

Controlled trials comparing alternatives to hospital admission, standard hospital
care, and continued long term hospitalisation of chronically ill individuals found
that most people did no worse in outpatient care, and in some cases the outcome
was superior to that of the hospitalised group.
dependent on the

presen~e

However this fmding was

of continuing care in the community (Braun,

Koshansky, Sharpiro, Grennberg, Gudeman, Johnson, and Shore, 1981).

A carefully controlled Australian study by Hoult, Reynolds, Charbonneau-Powis,
Weekes, and Briggs (1983) has also shown that hospitalisation can be avoided
with some success. Their study involved 120 people who presented for admission
to a psychiatric hospital. These people were then randomly allocated to two
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groups. The controls received standard hospitalisation and after care treatment
and the experimental group received community based treatment with an effort
being made not to hospitalise this group unless absolutely necessary. Mter 12
months it was found that 96% of the control group were admitted and 51% were
admitted more than once. In addition, they spent an average of 53.5 days in
hospital. In the experimental group 60% were never admitted and only 8% were
admitted more than once. This group spent an average of 8.4 days in hospital.
The community treatment was considered by the clients and their relatives to be;
more satisfactory and helpful, to produce a superior clinical outcome, and to be
more cost effective.

In summary research suggests that the outcome of community based treatment is

often beneficial both for the clients and their families. The favourable outcome
of community placement has been recognised in New Zealand which has also
begun the process of transferring its' psychiatric inpatients into the community.

COMMUNITY PLACEMENTS IN NEW ZEALAND
In New Zealand the Ministry of Health has issued its guidelines for the discharge

of hospitalised psychiatric patients (Ministry of Health, 1993). Discharge plans
are comprised of four components; client's details, needs assessments, service
arrangements, and the necessary patient related administrative actions.

Patients are categorised as requiring one of 3 different levels of care, though these
criteria may have sub-categories within them. A Level One home indicates that
a partially staffed house is needed, with the availability of 'on call' staff if
required. A Level Two home is sub-categorised into 2A and 2B levels. A 2A
house indicates that its' residents can perform minimal self-care functions, and
that staff need to be available at all times, including for sleepovers. A 2B house
is one where the residents are usually able to function successfully but may suffer
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from symptom reoccurrences so that 24 hour staff supervision needs to be
available.

A Level Three home must provide 24 hour care, with professional staff who may
provide care, rehabilitation, day programmes, and leisure activities (HOMES
Advisory and Assessment Team, 1993). It is therefore assumed that those clients
who are in higher levels of community care will have lower levels of functioning.
There is however some doubt as to whether this is indeed the case in practise.

Deane, Huzziff and Beaumont (in press) studied 30 patients who had been
transferred from Lake Alice Hospital, a large psychiatric inpatient facility, into the
community. It was found that patients who had been assigned to higher levels of
care did not show significantly lower levels of functioning on the REHAB, a
standardised measure of deviant and independent functioning, when compared to
patients assigned to lower levels of care. A long-term follow-up is currently
being carried out on these patients and this will provide more information which
clarifies whether level of care reflects the level of functioning.

For a variety of reasons not all Lake Alice Hospital inpatients have been able to
be transferred into community placements. Rather, there are a group of people
who still remain institutionalised in the hospital.

LAKE ALICE HOSPITAL
Lake Alice Psychiatric Hospital located in Marton, New Zealand began operating
in August of 1950 and was intended to cater for long stay middle aged patients
with chronic psychiatric illnesses (Baird, 1991).

The catchment area of the

hospital was Hawkes Bay, Manawatu, Taranaki, and Wanganui. As was the case
throughout New Zealand in recent years, Lake Alice had been transferring its
patients into the community in accordance with the Health Ministry's
deinstitutionalisation policy.
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In 1981 Lake Alice had 365 patients with 34% of these people having been in the

hospital for less than one year, and 42% for five or more years. Thirty-four
percent were frrst admissions (Department of Health, 1983). By the end of 1986
272 people were residents in the hospital compared with 186 by 1989 (Baird,
1991).

In April 1992 there were 75 long-stay patients who were to be placed into
supported community homes. Forty-three were elderly patients who were to be
transferred to general hospitals or to the private and voluntary sector. Twenty-two
patients were classified as people capable of self-care who would be placed in
acute care community inpatient facilities. thirteen patients were in the maximum
secure unit who were to be placed in a medium secure unit at W anganui Hospital.
Only those patients in the National Security Unit were to remain on the Lake
Alice hospital grounds (Manawatu Wanganui Area Health Board, 1992). _

"HARD-TO-PLACE" PATIENTS
As the process of transfer continued it had become apparent to Lake Alice
Hospital staff that there were a number of people who required "intensive and
specialised input" to make successful community placement possible cac Project
Team, 1993). Similarly, American psychiatric hospitals found that several years
after they began transferring their patients to the community they also became
aware that some clients benefited from deinstitutionalisation more than others.
Specifically, it was found that the chronically mentally ill person did not fare as
well as the acutely ill person who was able to respond quickly to antipsychotic
medication and who could return to their families, jobs, and homes (Shadish,
Lurigio, & Lewis, 1989).

Bigelow, Cutler, Moore, McComb and Leung (1988) ascertained the
characteristics, severity, and frequency of problems faced by 81 "hard-to-place"
patients. It was found that a typical "hard-to-place" patient was: "a schizophrenic
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male in his 30's with either a medical or a drug abuse problem. He has lost most
social and self-care skills, is assaultive, behaves unacceptably, and is not
cooperative with treatment" (Bigelow et al, 1988 p.184).
The following behaviours were found to be particularly incompatible with
community placement (the percentage of patients exhibiting each behaviour is
provided in brackets): poor compliance with structure, (12%); assaultive
behaviour, (62%); starting fires, (32 %); and little or no self-care skills, (80 %).
It was suggested that one reason for the difficulty in placement was that the
existing services were underfunded and thus the difficult behaviours of this group
provided too much strain for already stretched service providers.
Other studies have also found that an absence of self-management and social
skills, and especially an absence of basic living skills were correlated with an
incompatibility for successful community placement (Anthony, Cohen & Vitalo,
1978; Presly, Grubb & Semple, ·1982).

Lake Alice Hospital staff also recognised the additional needs of a group of
hard-to-place patients in the hospital. As with the USA sample identified by
Bigelow et al (1988) these patients also appeared to lack social and self-care skills
and exhibited a wide range of inappropriate problematic behaviours which
excluded them from existing community placements. With the impending closure
of Lake Alice Hospital drawing ever nearer there was a realisation that something
would have to be done to improve these patients functioning so they could be
managed in existing community placements.

THE INTENSIVE LEARNING CENTRE (ILC) - DEVELOPMENT AND

AIMS
In resp<)nse to the need to provide specialised services to the "hard-to-place"

patients a Project Team was established at the hospital.

This was an
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interdisciplinary team comprised of a Senior Clinical Psychologist, a Clinical
Nurse Specialist, a Psychiatric Nurse who was the Unit Manager of Lake Alice
Hospital, a Community Psychiatric Nurse, and a Community Consultant
Psychiatrist.

The objective of the Project Team was to develop an ongoing Intensive Learning
Service for current and potential clients with long-standing psychiatric disorders
and associated behavioural difficulties. The service was to be operated by the
Mental Health Services of the Central Regional Health Authority. The service
was to function at the Intensive Learning Centre (ILC), originally based at Lake
Alice Hospital.

There were two primary aims of the Intensive Learning Centre (a) the provision
of long term intensive therapy which focused on the development of the clients
potential and level of independence. (b) the use of treatment to work towards
placing the client for short or long periods of time in community accommodation
that had a suitable level of care (ILC Project Team, 1993).

Clients were selected for the ll..,C programme based on the clinical judgement of
the Lake Alice Hospital staff. The clients targeted were those with a chronic
psychiatric isability accompanied by behaviours that were incompatible with
community placement.

These behaviours included shouting, yelling, and

screaming, violence towards others, eating difficulties, a lack of basic living skills
such as dressing and washing, communication difficulties, and amotivational
behaviour. In addition some clients were often actively psychotic which made
community placement unsuitable.

While the medical, physical, and living needs of the clients was being met by
Lake Alice Hospital, the Project Team considered the therapeutic needs of the
clients to have been inadequately met.

The Intensive Learning Service was
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therefore designed to take this need into account. The treatment would be based
on the therapeutic community model which encompassed behavioural therapy, an
emphasis on productive work and activity, and the use of individual treatment
programmes which targeted the individual needs of each client. As such, medical,
nursing and psychological fields were to be provided using a multidisciplinary
approach (ILC Project Team, 1993).
Specifically all staff members who worked on the unit were renamed "DOERS",
so called because they were to Deliver, Organise and Enable a Realistic Service.
It was hoped that giving a generic name to the units staff would foster the attitude
that all staff should be considered equal.

As such all staff were invited to

contribute to the care plans for the ILC patients, and they were expected to assist
with a variety of tasks which may not have been typical of their particular jobs.
For example, nurses were expected to assist with activities usually engaged in by
the recreation officers.

While staff members areas of expertise were

acknowledged and utilised the commonalties of the staff were highlighted, and
staff were encouraged to work together more.

The ILC differed from the usual method of treating The psychiatric inpatients at
Lake Alice Hospital in that previously there was an emphasis on patient
management. This involved reacting to patients problems and needs when they
arose. In contrast, the active style of treatment espoused by the ILC management
involved identifying areas of need for each client and then targeting that need
with appropriate treatment to prevent further problems arising. As such it was
aimed at having a more preventative emphasis.
In addition, staff tried to individualise the therapeutic interventions rather than

provide general treatment programmes as tended to occur previously.

The

specific areas targeted for therapeutic interventions were identified during the
assessment phase of the ILC' s operation. Both clinical judgement and behaviour
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rating scales were used to determine the behavioural excesses or deficits of each
client.

These behaviours were then incorporated into the Client Lifestyle

Implementation Plan (CLIP) which stated the rationale for selecting the specific
behaviour/s. the behaviour/s that would be targeted for therapeutic interventions,
the objectives of the interventions, the intervention strategies that would be used,
and the evaluation of the success of the interventions. The CLIP's provided the
guidelines for the staff to follow for each client, and amendments or modifications
could be added to update the CLIP's as required.

The use of individual treatment plans meant that the staff were able to develop
creative and innovative ways to bring a therapeutic change about where necessary.
For example, amotivational behaviour was tackled in one resident by providing
the chance for the client to build a chicken coup and feed and look after several
chickens as the client had a great deal of knowledge and interest in animals.

For clients with a deficiency in independent functioning behaviours such as
cooking, cleaning or bathing procedures were set up to deal with each individuals
deficit For example, historically. when clients were not able to bathe adequately
the nursing staff would usually bathe them. However, in the ILC, staff would give
the clients continuous verbal prompting to assist them to bathe themselves. The
bathing process was broken down into small steps which the client was then
instructed to attempt. Positive verbal reinforcement was given every time the
client attempted each instruction. Verbal reinforcement was a central component
of many of the individual treatment programmes.

The problem of a client who regularly regurgitated food and then ate the
regurgitated food was tackled at several levels. The client was provided with their
own eating area, and meals were supervised by a staff member who; controlled
the amount and type of food available, gave encouragement to eat more slowly.
and provided reinforcement when food was eaten more slowly.

Other
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inappropriate food sources e.g. rubbish bins, were restricted. The client was
required to clean up if food was regurgitated, and was encouraged to vomit in the
toilet. Biologically based causes of the behaviour were also ruled out.

Another divergence from the traditional hospital practice was that the ll..C tried
to become more flexible than the traditional institutional structure which imposed
times for getting out of bed, bathing, eating and the like. Treatment was also
arranged around these times irrespective of the desires of the residents. In the
ILC the residents were given more personal freedom in deciding when they would
get up or go to bed, and they were given an opportunity to decide what
recreational and therapeutic activities they would like to engage in. Because of
the constraints of an institutional setting certain daily activities such as medication
and meal times still tended to be imposed on the patients and worked around staff
shift changes.

STAFFING
The Project Team envisaged that the staff at the Intensive Learning Centre would
be selected based on their knowledge and skills which related to knowledge of
behaviour modification, group therapy, chemotherapy, structured group work such
as communication skills, the development of skills for daily living, a commitment
to the principles of a therapeutic community model, and experience in the care of
clients with a psychiatric disorder. Ideally, the service had been planned with
staff selection based on these criteria however, certain restrictions meant that not
all staff were able to be selected on this basis. Some of the staff made requests

to join the ILC,· while others did not volunteer and were required to work in the
ILC due to the closure of other wards in the hospital due to the transfer of
patients to the community.

The job uncertainties at Lake Alice Hospital meant that a number of the ILC staff
found alternative employment, while others who were not felt to be performing
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up to the required standards were either moved to other areas of the hospital or
they did not have their contracts renewed. It was estimated by supervisory
treatment staff that there was an approximately 70% turn-over among staff from
the time the

ac programme was implemented to the completion of the present

research. This tum-over meant that new staff members had to be retrained before
they could begin to work in a manner consistent with the therapeutic model of the

ac.
Training and education for the

ac

staff was carried out during a four day

orientation programme which all staff attended. Areas covered included the
therapeutic community, principles of assessment, principles of behavioural
programmes, observation skills, the intended structure of the
group and team building exercises.

ac, as

well as

Ongoing training was carried out in

workshops dealing with specific topics such as calming and restraint courses for
handling dangerous patients.

Another component of the

ac·s

programme was the implementation of

supervision meetings for the staff, something not previously carried out at Lake
Alice Hospital. All staff members were required to participate in individual
supervision sessions for one hour a fortnight. The supervision was carried out by
the Clinical Nurse Specialist and the Senior Psychologist.

The supervision

sessions were intended to be a time to discuss any factors which were felt to be
causing concern for either the staff member, patients or others in the

ac team,

and it included both positive and negative feedback where necessary.

Because the

ac had relatively new ideas and principles in the context of Lake

Alice Hospital it took some time for the staff to make the transition from their
usual way of carrying out their work. Members of the Project Team reported that
the staffing changes and resistance to change meant that this transition was often
difficult for some staff transferred to the ac.

PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION

As a result of the work of the Project Team the Intensive Learning Centre (ll..C)
was opened at Lake Alice Hospital on the 4th of October 1993. The ll..C
endeavoured to include the residents in planning the structure of the day. Staff
were encouraged to leave residents to organise daily events for themselves. The
philosophy was not to care for the clients but rather to help the clients care for
themselves.
The structure of the day was guided by the residents planning time (RPT) which
involved a resident meeting at 9.00am every morning.

All residents were

encouraged to take part though not everyone would decide to do so. The RPT
began with a short group activity then residents decided which activities might be
able to be arranged for the day. Possibilities included trips to town, arts and
crafts, and cooking. RPT was followed by talk-time where everyone could bring
up something of interest to them. Lastly, residents were given the opportunity to
bring up any matters of concern or problems with other residents, the staff and
the like.

Upon entry to the ll..C staff completed an Adaptive Behaviour Scale (ABS) and
Rehabilitation Evaluation of Hall and Baker (REHAB) for each patient which was
used to determine levels of functioning and to highlight areas of need for each
patient. Based on the ABS, REHAB and clinical judgement a suitable treatment
plan was devised and all staff members made aware of how to implement it
during staff meetings. The progress and necessary modifications were monitored
and the treatment plan was updated every 2-3 days, or more frequently if
necessary.

SUCCESSFUL MODEL PROGRAMMES
Bachrach has determined that successful model programmes for chronic mental
patients (1980) and schizophrenic patients (1987) have a tendency to share
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common structural elements, whether they are in-patient or out-patient
programmes:
(a) They give top priority to the most seriously mentally ill client.
As such they target people who are chronically and persistently
impaired.
(b) They are realistically linked to other resources in the community.
(c) They attempt to provide a full range of functions associated with
institutional care.
(d) They tend to provide individually tailored treatment regimes using a
combination of treatment modalities.
(e) They conform to the realities of the local communities that they serve.
(f) They employ specially trained staff who are aware of the particular

problems faced by chronically mentally ill clients in the community.
(g) They realise that for some clients periods of hospital care will continue
to be necessary.
(h) They provide an ongoing internal assessment mechanism that allows for
continuous self monitoring.
These elements will be considered in the evaluation of the ll...C' s programme.

EVALUATION OF INPATIENT PROGRAMMES
Since the Intensive Learning Centre was a new programme with specific goals,
there was a strong desire to evaluate its effectiveness. Consequently the Project
Team approached the Department of Psychology at Massey University for
assistance and a more independent evaluation.

Bachrach (1980; 1987) reports that there are a variety of ways that one can
evaluate the effectiveness of individual programmes such as the ll...C.

The

approach taken is said to vary according to the information being sought.
Commonly, evaluation is based upon externally determined criteria to establish
programme effectiveness, alternatively it may seek to determine whether the
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programme's stated objectives have been met, or it may seek to determine
whether there have been measurable changes in the clinical status or level of
functioning in the clients. It is the latter two methods that were used to evaluate
· the effectiveness of the IT...C programme.

The objectives of the IT...C had been clearly stated by the programme's developers.
Specifically it was stated that the two primary aims of the IT...C were to (a) provide
long term intensive therapy which focused on the development of the clients
potential and level of independence, and (b) to use therapy to work towards
placing the client for short or long periods of time in community accommodation
that has a suitable level of care (Manawatu-Wanganui Area Health Board, 1992).
Determining whether measurable changes occurred in the functioning and clinical
status of the

n..c clients

was able to be established through the use of pre-post

measures that were collected as a part of routine assessment and treatment
practice in the

n..c.

These measures provided the basis for the evaluation of the

IT...C's programme.

A number of previous studies in the outcome evaluation field have suffered from
methodological weaknesses. In response to this Pfeiffer (1990) developed the
following recommendations for outcome evaluations of adult inpatient psychiatric
treatment:
(1) A detailed description of the patient population. This should include
reports on the patients history, demographic characteristics, the type and
severity of the problems that led to hospitalisation, the level of intrapsychic
and psychosocial functioning at admission, and other relevant patient
characteristics.
(2) A detailed description of treatment

w~ch

not only examines the general

efficacy of psychiatric hospitalisation but which also focuses on more
refmed, specific, and focused investigations.

(3) Use of state-of-the-art published instruments in the measurement of
outcome.
(4) The use of quasi-experimental research designs.
(5) The use of a wide range of predictor and outcome measures, including
specific and global measures, self report and clinician rated scales.
(6) The use of data collection in multiple stages.
(7) Using appropriate statistical analyses and reasonable sample sizes.

While the present study was able to incorporate many of these recommendations,
as with many other evaluations constraints imposed by working in an applied
setting placed some restrictions on the design.

RESEARCH AIMS

1. To evaluate the effectiveness of the ILC in producing a change in general

functioning and maladaptive behaviour in the "hard to place" ILC clients. There
will be an emphasis on the goal of successfully preparing them for appropriate
community placements.

2. To compare the general functioning and maladaptive behaviours of the ILC
group with a community sample.

3. To make recommendations about the continuance of the ILC's programme.
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CHAPTER TWO - METHOD

SUBJECTS
The subjects were 15 psychiatric inpatients at Lake Alice Hospital, all of
whom were placed in the Intensive Learning Centre due to their lack of social
and self-care skills, and their inappropriate behaviours which were considered
to be incompatible with community placement. The ages ranged from 30 to
55, the mean age was 47.7 years. Twelve subjects were male and 3 were
female. Two were Maori and 13 were European.

The psychiatric history of the ll...C clients was sometimes difficult to gauge.
The number of admissions and length of time spent in other psychiatric
facilities outside of Lake Alice Hospital was not available. This meant that the
main indication of the "chronicity" for the ll...C clients psychiatric condition

came from their length of stay at Lake Alice Hospital. The year of admission
to Lake Alice Hospital ranged from 1958 to 1992 with the average length of
stay at Lake Alice being 17.1 years (SD

= 9.89, n = 15).

The median length

of stay was 17 years. Treaonent staff indicated that all of the more recently
admitted clients had been hospitalised at other psychiatric facilities, as such the
number of years hospitalised is thought to be a conservative measure of
"chronicity" in the ll...C group.

One subject was a voluntary admission while the other 14 were admitted under
a compulsory inpatient treaonent order (Section 30, Mental Health Compulsory
Assessment and Treatment Act, 1992). Diagnoses were obtained from medical
flies by staff in the unit. Nine subjects were diagnosed as having chronic
schizophrenia, 2 had a dual diagnosis of chronic schizophrenia with mental
retardation, the diagnosis of one subject was not on file.

A criterion related comparison group was chosen on the basis that they had
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achieved a level of functioning that the ILC group was trying to attain. The
comparison group consisted of 26 former Lake Alice Hospital patients who had
been in the initial group of patients transferred into community residential
placements (Deane, Huzziff, & Beaumont, in press; Manawatu-W anganui Area
Health Board, 1992).

Ages ranged from 29 to 76 years with a mean of 51 .9 years. Six of the sample
were female and 20 were males, 5 gave their race as Maori and 21 stated they
were European. The mean length of stay in Lake Alice Hospital prior to
transfer was 7.4 years with the median length of stay being 10 years.
Twenty-two of the comparison group were diagnosed with schizophrenia, 2
were diagnosed with mild mental retardation, and 2 with major affective
disorders.

Fifteen of the Community group had a voluntary legal status and

11 had a committed status.

The comparison group were transferred to a variety of community placements
including living with family members, in sheltered housing trusts, private
boarding homes, and private flats or houses. At the time of transfer 15 clients
required Level Three care and 11 required Level Two care (Deane et al, in
press).

INSTRUMENTS
Two measures were used. These were the Rehabilitation Evaluation of Hall
and Baker (REHAB) by Baker & Hall (Appendix 1) and the Adaptive
Behavior Scale (ABS) by Nihira, Foster, Shellhaas, & Leland (Appendix 2).
These measures were selected

because Lake Alice Hospital had already

implemented both instruments to assess the level of independent functioning
and maladaptive behaviour of the ll..C clients. This provided data on ILC
clients from the time they first entered the ll..C programme.
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Rehabilitation Evaluation of Hall and Baker (REHAB)
The REHAB is a 23-item scale which was designed to assess deviant and
general behaviours. The REHAB was designed to be used with people. who
have a chronic or disabling psychiatric disorder and who are attending a
residential or day-care institutional setting (Baker & Hall, 1988a).

The REHAB consists of a 7-item Deviant Behaviour subscale and a 16-item
General Behaviour subscale. Each of the deviant behaviour items is rated on
a three-point scale according to whether the behaviour occurred more than once
a week (2), once a day (1), or not at all (0). The scores on the deviant
behaviour scale range from 0 -21, with lower scores indicating less
maladaptive behaviour.

The 16-item General Behaviour scale is divided into 5 subscales: "social
activity", "speech skills", disturbed speech", "self-care and "community
II

II

skills". Each item is rated on a visual analogue with the item scores ranging
from 0 to 9. Scores on the total general behaviour scale can range between 0
to 144, with lower scores indicating higher functioning.

The standardised rater training procedure was used with all raters in the present
research. Specifically two trial clients were identified and rated by two trainee
raters, the ratings were then discussed item by item focusing on the agreements
and discrepancies.

This process was designed to ensure that the raters

understood the scale and identified and corrected any rating errors. Each rater
was then instructed to observe one of the subjects for one week and then to
complete the REHAB measure. Where possible a second rater then repeated
this procedure on the same subject. This produced two REHAB measures per
subject The subjects final REHAB scores were gained by averaging each item
score across the two raters thereby minimising rater biases. Seven of the 26
community subjects were only able to be rated by one rater due to only one
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care-giver being available in these placements. All remaining community and
ILC subjects were rated by two raters.

The REHAB has acceptable reliability and validity, and it is sensitive to
change (Hall & Baker, 1988b; Foreman & Baker, 1986; Carson, Coupar, Gill
& Titman, 1988). The content validity and criterion-related validity of the

REHAB are acceptable in that the General Behaviour scores were able to
correctly classify 75% of patients into those who attended psychiatric day
hospitals or long-stay psychiatric wards. In addition, inter-rater reliability has
been found to range from 0.61 to 0.92 on the general and deviant behaviour
scales, all of which were significant at the 0.001 level (Baker & Hall, 1988b).

The REHAB is completed by direct care staff who receive the standardised
training programme prior to completing the measure. The REHAB provides
standardised norms for chronic psychiatric populations, and it has been shown
to be particularly sensitive to behavioural change in the measurement of
general behaviour (Baker & Hall, 1988a). Carson and associates (Carson et al,
1988) stated that the REHAB was a suitable instrument for assessing long-stay
patients. In addition, Wyke's (1992) described the REHAB as one of the best
scales for informant driven assessment of schizophrenics and he espoused the
value of the REHAB in the rating of instrumental behaviours.

AA1viD Adaptive Behaviour Scale (ABS) (Nihira, Foster, Shellhaas. & Leland,
I

1975-Revision)
The ABS is a 110 item behaviour rating scale designed for use with mentally
retarded, emotionally maladjusted, and developmentally disordered individuals.
It was designed to assess the ability of an individual to cope with the natural
and social demands of the environment.

Items in the ABS were selected because of their reliability and their
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effectiveness in discriminating adaptive behaviour levels. The ABS provides
ratings in 21 or 24 areas, and it is comprised of two parts. Part 1 assesses
skills and behaviours which are associated with personal independence in daily
living.

Specifically it assesses "independent functioning", "physical

development, "economic activity", "language development", "numbers and
time", "domestic and vocational activity", "self direction", responsibility", and
"socialisation".
Part 2 provides measures of maladaptive behaviour related to personality and
behaviour disorders.

Specifically it assesses "violent and destructive

behaviour", "antisocial behaviour", "rebellious behaviour", "untrustworthy
behaviour", "withdrawal", "stereotyped behaviour and odd mannerisms",
"inappropriate

interpersonal

manners",

"unacceptable

vocal

habits".

"unacceptable or eccentric habits", "self abusive behaviour", "hyperactive
tendencies". "sexually aberrant behaviour", "psychological disturbances", and
"use of medications".

The ABS has extensive norms with ages ranging from 3 to 69 years. The
scores obtained from the ABS ratings can be used to construct an individual
proftle which can be compared to the appropriate reference group.

The ABS has inter-rater reliabilities ranging from 0.71 to 0.93 for Part 1 with
a median reliability of 0.86, and 0.37 to 0.77 for Part 2 with a median
reliability of 0.57 (Bortner, 1978). The two types of validity demonstrated
were factorial and practical validity. From these it was established that there
were meaningful factors or aspects of adjustment, and that different parts of the
ABS scale could be successfully used to discriminate between impairment
groups.

The ABS can be used to serve a number of purposes. In the present research
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it was used to compare and evaluate the ILC individuals adaptive behaviour
ratings over time. Nihira et al (1975) state that the ABS can be used in
programme evaluations as the effectiveness of a programme can be measured
by pre-post score changes.

In recent years the ABS has been used widely in the areas of Down's
syndrome and mental retardation (Collacott, 1993; Cooper & Collacott, 1993;
Sandford, Elzinga, & Grainger, 1987; Hemming, 1986). Use of the ABS with
psychiatric patients is less often reported, however, Donat and McKeegan
(1990) studied the psychometric properties of the scale with 117 chronic
psychiatric inpatients. Reliability coefficients ranged from 0.99 to 0.89 for Part
1, with a mean reliability of 0.98. For Part 2 coefficients ranged from 1.0 to
0.55, with a mean of 0.77.

The researchers reported that the ABS was

effective in the assessment of daily living skills and problem behaviours in the
psychiatrically impaired population. Indeed the ABS was seen as a suitable
measure for assessing areas that would be used in planning an intervention and
to match a clients functioning level to community placements.

In a second assessment of the use of the ABS with psychiatric patients,
Clinger, Fine, Johnson and Schwartzman (1988) also report that the ABS is an
appropriate measure for use with psychiatric patients. Specifically they state
that the ABS provides a measure of intervention outcome that is more relevant
to treatment than other more commonly used measures. They also reported the
ABS to be useful in matching clients to suitable community placements.

To reduce confusion the general behaviour scale of the REHAB and Part 1 of
the ABS will both be referred to as the General Functioning scales, while the
deviant behaviour scale of the REHAB and Part 2 of the ABS will both be
referred to as the Maladaptive Behaviour scales.
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DESIGN
Definition of "chronicity"
In keeping with the recommendations suggested by Pfeiffer

(1990), the present research aimed to be as methodologically sound as was
possible given the difficulties associated with assessing outcome m
schizophrenia, and the limitations of the legal and ethical constraints.

Specifically, multiple outcome measures were employed, data was collected in
multiple stages, appropriate measurement techniques and statistical analyses
were used, a comparison group was included, and a detailed description of the
patient population and the treatment programme was provided.
Unfortunately research into treatment outcome with psychiatric inpatients has
not always been clear about the criteria used to identify the sample as
chronically mentally ill. Bachrach (1988) reported three primary criteria used
to defme chronic mental illness in the United States. These were diagnosis,
duration, and disability. The psychotic disorders are commonly accepted as
satisfying the diagnostic criteria for chronicity. The duration criteria reflects
the requirement of "chronicity" to be a persistent or recurring condition. The
disability criteria indicates that the condition must result in a limitation of
functional capacities. Unfortunately the precise dimensions of these criteria are
difficult to.operationalise.
An examination of several studies that have included information about how

"chronic" was defmed have primarily used the length of hospitalisation as an
indicator of duration of the mental illness and hence of chronicity. Most of the
chronically mentally ill patients in Peniston, s (1988) sample had been
hospitalised for a minimum 5 year duration. The mean length of stay in
hospital was 4.8 years in Bootzin and associates sample (Bootzin, Shadish, &
McSweeney 1989). In Jone,s (1991) research the average length of hospital
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stay was 17 years, with a range of 2 to 51 years. While there appears little
concensus concerning the actual length of stay as a criteria for chronicity, it is
still a primary indicator researchers report when studying those with a chronic
psychiatric illness. In the present research the average length of stay in Lake
Alice Hospital for the ILC group was 15.6 years.

There is considerable debate over the levels and kinds of impairment in
functioning required to be considered chronic in nature. However, the ILC
group were selected because they were considered to have long-standing
deficits in independent functioning skills frequently coupled with inappropriate
or maladaptive behaviours. The ll..C group were therefore likely to meet the
disability criteria for chronicity.

When considering the most appropriate design for the present research the
approach of previous programme evaluations with similar subjects were
considered.

Previous Programme Evaluations
Peniston (1988) used behavioural modification principles as the basis of a
treatment programme for 15 male chronic psychiatric inpatients who had
displayed socially inappropriate behaviours. These behaviours included verbal
abusiveness, poor grooming skills, alcohol problems, and failure to complete
assigned tasks or requirements. Baseline measures were gathered and target
behaviours

defined,

then

positive-reinforcement

and

response

cost

contingencies were implemented. Follow-up studies were then completed after
6 and 12 month periods. Excluding drinking behaviour, it was found that all
patients were able to significantly reduce their inappropriate behaviour, and
these reductions were maintained at the follow-up periods.

Nottingham and Neimeyer (1992) were involved in the development of a
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treatment programme using rational emotive therapy (RET) methods in the
treatment of 372 mentally disordered people. The subjects were predominantly
hospitalised for mood and personality disorders. The clients were given an
extensive battery of psychological tests including 6 clinical measures and 6
cognitive behavioural measures. These were completed within seven days of
admission and then again just prior to discharge. The post- treatment scores
indicated significant changes on all measures. Clients psychopathology had
decreased and relapse prevention skills had increased.

McClary and associates (1989) evaluated an intensive case management
programme for young adult chronic schizophrenics in the community.
Measures of quality of life and hospital re-admissions, hospital stay rates and
the percentage of medical appointments kept were gathered three times at two
month intervals. These pre-post treatment comparisons were the basis of the
programme evaluation, which indicated a significant decrease in hospital
admissions and stays, and the tendency, though not significantly so, for the
quality of life measures to improve.
Abbasi (1984) evaluated the effectiveness of a treatment unit for schizophrenic
outpatients. The experimental group were 22 residents of a half-way house
which had implemented a wide range of therapeutic mediums including
religious, occupational, recreational, vocational and psychiatric services. How
these people came to be at the half way house was unclear. This group was
compared to a comparison group consisting of people discharged from the
Government Mental Hospital at the same time as the experimental group.
Interviews were conducted with both groups after approximately one and a half
years of community living. While hospitalisation rates did not vary, the
employment rates and the mental state of the experimental group were better
than those of the comparison group.
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Research Constraints
Ideally the design of the present research would have been prospective in
nature in that the subjects would have been randomly distributed into either the
ILC group or to a matched control group who received the usual care and
treatment offered at Lake Alice Hospital. However the ILC was already open
when evaluation was requested which limited the design options.

The

relatively small numbers of patients and ethical considerations made random
allocation unfeasible.
In view of the inability to use a control group it was decided to use a

comparative design instead. Basham (1986) outlined a number of scientific
and practical advantages of using this type of design. particularly in evaluative
research. Specifically. comparative designs were reported to pose less threat
to research validity. and to provide an efficient way of controlling demand
artifacts and placebo effects. Comparative designs were also reported to be
preferable in circumstances where there are small subject groups, such as that
of the ILC.
A further constraint on the present research stemmed from the fact that
pre-post data had already been collected by Lake Alice staff. It was therefore
decided to rely on this data, though it was acknowledged that there were other
areas that may have been useful to evaluate. Examples of these areas include
measures of client symptomology. satisfaction with life, and the level of
satisfaction with the care received in the ILC.

Other constraints on the present research design related to characteristics of the
ILC sample. Bellack (1989) states that schizophrenic patients are notoriously
inaccurate reporters of information about themselves. In addition to the usual
biases encountered with self-report, schizophrenics also tend to have
information processing difficulties and thought disorders which interfere with
their responses.

In addition reading, comprehension, communication and

concentration difficulties also limited the usefulness and quality of self-report
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data.

As such, it was decided to focus on measures completed by staff

members and caregivers.

ETIDCAL ISSUES
The present research was reviewed and approved by the Massey University
Human Ethics Committee (see Appendix 4) and the Manawatu-W anganui Area
Health Board Ethics Committee (see Appendix 5). The ethical issues that are
relevant to the present research are outlined below.

The present research did not require any data which was not part of the routine
assessment and treatment programme at the ILC. Given this, all ILC patients
were able to remain anonymous to the researcher. Data from the ILC was
provided in coded form with all identifying information removed.

Data for the Community group was collected by the primary researcher (MH).
Informed consent was obtained in the following manner: initial contact was
made with the management of the organisations that housed the community
residents.

Once the management approved the research then the key case

workers for each potential subject were contacted. The key case workers made
the initial approach to the clients to ask them if they would agree to meet with
the researcher who wished to explain the researc~ in full. If the client agreed
to a meeting with the researcher a meeting time was made at which time full
informed consent was obtained. A client advocate, usually a familiar staff
member was with the client while informed consent was being obtained to
ensure that the rights of the clients were being protected. The following areas
were covered in gaining informed consent: who the researcher was, where the
researcher could be contacted, the purpose of the research, what the subject
was required to do, the amount of time that would be involved, what could be
expected from the researcher, the subjects right to withdraw from the study, the
right to ask questions and refuse to answer questions, the right to receive a
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summary of the results, and the right to confidentiality. Subjects were also
asked to consent to their care workers completing the REHAB and ABS
measures.

PROCEDURE

ILC Programme Evaluation
The present research compared adaptive functioning levels of the ILC clients
at three time periods. The level of adaptive functioning was determined by the
REHAB and ABS measures. The REHAB measure was administered to the
ILC clients at three different times. Time l was in October 1993 when the
ILC clients had been in the programme for one month. During this time the
clients were observed and no specific treatment interventions had been put in
place. Time 1 therefore served as baseline data. Time 2 was in February
1994, 5 months into the programme and Time 3 was in August 1994, 10
months after the baseline data was collected. The ABS mea8ure was also
administered at Time 1 and Time 3 but not at Time 2 (see Table 1).

Of the 15 initial subjects, three entered the ILC at later stages and so they did
not have full data. In addition, one subject was able to be transferred into a
community placement and did not have the Time 3 ABS completed before
leaving. This left 11 subjects with full data and 4 subjects with incomplete
data.

Comparison Community group
REHAB and ABS measures were completed for the Community group by their
respective care workers. The care workers selected were preferably those who
spent the most time with the subject, though when this was not convenient
other care workers with adequate contact were used. Both measures were
administered in August of 1994 to correspond with the Time 3 data collection
at the ILC. The comparison group was selected because they had already met
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one of the primary aims of the ILC - to be able to be transferred into
community placements, and most had been in community placements for
approximately 18 months.
ADMINISTRATION OF THE MEASURES
Table 1 shows the administration schedule of the REHAB and ABS measures
for · both the ILC and Community group. The REHAB and ABS measures
were administered to the ILC group by Lake Alice Hospital staff as part of
routine assessment procedures in the ILC.

All informants received the

standardised training in both measures which was provided by the Clinical
Nurse Specialist, the Unit Manager, a senior nurse, and the Resource Manager.
Because of staff changes the same staff members were not able to complete the
measures on the same clients each time.

Eleven caregivers for the comparison group received the appropriate training
in administration of the ABS. Twenty caregivers were trained to administer
the REHAB measure. Wherever possible two caregivers were required to
complete the REHAB measures, however, in 3 cases ratings were only able to
be obtained from one caregiver. All training for the comparison group was
provided by the researcher (MH).
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Table 1
Administration Schedule of the Measures

Time 1

Time 2

Time 3

Oct '93

Feb '94

Aug '94

REHAB

REHAB

REHAB

ABS

ABS

Community

REHAB

Group

ABS
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CHAPTER 3 - RESULTS
ILC EVALUATION: WITHIN-GROUP ANALYSIS
While there were up to 15 residents at the ILC, not all had complete data
because they entered the ILC unit at different times. Specifically, 3 residents
were not able to be included in the pre-post analysis because initial preprogramme measures were not completed since they arrived after initial
assessment had been completed. This reduced the number of subjects for the
with-in group/repeated measures analysis to 12.
Of this 12 one subject had left the unit because a suitable community
placement was found in August 1994. Staff completed the Time 3 ABS
measure for this subject, however the client left the unit before the Time 3
REHAB measure could be completed. This subject consistently scored in the
middle of the general functioning range on the REHAB and ABS when
compared to the other ILC subjects.

However, the subject consistently

exhibited low levels of maladaptive behaviour on these measures. Because the
subject had complete data up until community transfer, where possible, the
client's data was included in the analysis. This left 12 ILC subjects with
pre-post ABS measures and 11 subjects with pre- post REHAB measures.

All data analysis was carried out on SPSS-PC+ (Norusis, 1988). Due to the
multivariate nature of the present research a multivariate analysis of variance
(MANOVA) was initially selected as the analysis of choice. However, the data
was not able to meet the assumptions of this test.

Plots suggested that several of the variables on both maladaptive behaviour
measures appeared to violate the normality assumption and there were several
outliers. Given the relatively small sizes for some of the analyses, exclusion
of outliers in order to conduct parametric analysis was not viewed as
appropriate.

Consequently nonparametric analyses were used for the
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maladaptive behaviour measures on the ABS and REHAB.
In contrast, the scores on the general functioning subscales of the ABS and

REHAB did not have outliers and were more normally distributed.
Consequently. parametric statistical methods were used for this data.

All analyses used two-tailed levels of significance. While it was expected that
the ll..C subjects would show an improvement in functioning it was decided
that a more conservative approach would be taken because of the uncertainty
about the direction any change may take.

Although, multiple statistical tests were completed with the concomitant risk
of Type-1 error the alpha level was kept at 0.05 for several reasons. Firstly,
the relatively small sample size means lowering the alpha level would reduce
the ability to detect any change.

Secondly, two-tailed tests were used

throughout the analysis. Thirdly, there were only 16 a priori tests conducted,
the remaining analyses were post-hoc and were conducted to help explain the
fmdings. A Bon ferroni adjustment was therefore considered too conservative.

Tables 2 and 3 show the mean scores that each subject had on both the
General Functioning and Maladaptive Behaviour scales of the REHAB and
ABS.

For general functioning, lower scores on the REHAB measure

correspond to higher general functioning, while lower scores on the ABS
measure correspond to lower general functioning skills. For maladaptive
behaviour, lower scores on both the REHAB and ABS indicate less
maladaptive behaviour.
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Table 2
Mean Scores for Individual ll...C Subjects on the General Functioning Measures Across
Time.

REHAB

Subject

ABS

Time 1

Time 2

Time 3

Time 1

Time 3

01

57.6

41.5

56.5

219

228

02

66.5

59.5

58.0

223

183

03

71.0

25.5

51.0

245

239

04

71.5

30.5

48.5

218

202

05

87.5

83.0

100.0

184

145

06

96.0

62.0

*

186

220

07

97.5

56.5

64.5

182

186

08

111.5

108.5

110.5

116

111

09

113.0

86.5

93.5

207

202

10

130.0

121.0

119.5

105

88

11

135.5

111.5

131.5

121

100

12

141.5

128.0

57.0

226

201

* = miss~g. transferred to the community
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Table 3 Mean Scores for Individual ILC Subjects on the MaladaQtive Behaviour
Measures Across Time.
ABS

REHAB

Subject

Time 1

01

Time2

3.5

0.0

Time 3
2.5

02

3.5

5.5

3.0

03

4.5

2.5

04

2.5

05

Time 1
78
·-

Time3
42

77

71

3.5

43

26

0.5

1.5

83

57

0.5

0.0

1.5

58

44

06

1.5

5.5

*

26

17

07

1.5

1.5

0.5

22

24

08

4.0

6.5

0.5

65

30

09

3.0

2.0

3.5

28

30

10

2.5

5.5

1.5

38

41

11

8.0

10.5

6.0

89

74

12

2.5

2.5

3.5

128

122

* = m.issi.J:lg, transferred to the community
GENERAL FUNCTIONING
A repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted using the
General Behaviour subscale of the REHAB as the dependent variable over the
three time periods. The ANOVA revealed a significant change over time,
F(2,20) = 5.28, p < 0.01.

Paired t-tests were used to determine between which time periods these
changes occured.

There was a significant difference in the General

Functioning scales of the REHAB between Time 1 and Time 2 [t (11)
p < 0.001, n

=4.97,

= 12] and between Time 1 and Time 3, though only marginally

so [t (10) = 2.28, p = 0.046, n = 11]. There was not a significant change
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between Time 2 and Time 3 [t (10) = 1.58, p > 0.05, n = 11]. There was a
non-significant level of change on the General Functioning scale of the ABS
measure between Time 1 and Time 3, [t (11) = 1.58, p > 0.05, n = 12).
The ABS and REHAB general functioning scales were correlated using
Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance.

The measures were significantly

correlated at Time 1 (r = -0.58, p = 0.03, n = 11) and at Time 3 (r = -0.92, p

= .001, n = 11).
MALADAPTIVE BEHAVIOUR
The Friedman Two-way Analysis of Variance by Ranks was used to determine
whether the scores obtained varied over time (Sprent, 1993). There was no
significant difference on the Maladaptive Behaviour scale of the REHAB over
the three times (Chi square= 1.2727, p > 0.05, n = 11).

In contrast a Wilcoxon Matched-pairs Signed-ranks Test indicated that there

was a significant difference between Time 1 and Time 3 on the Maladaptive
Behaviour scale of the ABS (z =-2.59, p < 0.01, n = 12).

Kendall's

Coefficient of Concordance indicated that the Maladaptive Behaviour scales
were not significantly correlated at Time 1 (r = 0.4377 p > 0.05, n

= 11) or

Time 3 (r = .5136, p > 0.05, n = 11).

The inconsistent results, especially between the maladaptive scales of the
REHAB and ABS prompted further analysis of the data. The ABS measure
(110 items) is considerably longer and more detailed than the REHAB (23
items) (see Appendices 1 and 2). Consequently the ABS assesses areas of both
general and maladaptive functioning not covered by the REHAB measure. It
was therefore hypothesised that this .may be contributing to the inconsistent
results. Post-hoc analyses were conducted to confirm this suspicion.
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Because of the relatively small number of items in the REHAB measure it was
decided to select out items or scales from the Maladaptive Behaviour scales of
the ABS with content areas that corresponded to those of the REHAB. From
this, a new ABS variable was computed which consisted only of the items
which matched the REHAB measure of maladaptive behaviour. Six of the
seven items on the REHAB Maladaptive Behaviour scale had a corresponding
item on the ABS Maladaptive Behaviour scale.

The exception was the

REHAB incontinence item (item 1) which was located on the General
Functioning scale of the ABS, and thus not incorporated in the matched ABS
scale.
Table 4 shows each REHAB item which comprises the REHAB Maladaptive
Behaviour scale, these are matched with the comparitable ABS subscales. Item
5 of the REHAB was matched with only 1 item of the "Rebellious behaviour"
sub- scale of the ABS. These matched ABS scales or items will be referred
to as the "matched ABS variable".
ABS subscales not included in the REHAB were: "antisocial behaviour",
"untrustworthy behaviour", "withdrawal", "stereotyped behaviour and odd
mannerisms", "inappropriate interpersonal manners", "unacceptable vocal
habits", "hyperactive tendencies", "psychological disturbances", and the "use
of medications".
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Table 4
Maladaptive behaviour itemslsubscales of the REHAB and ABS measure.

REHAB ITEMS

ABS SUBSCALES

Violence

Violent and destructive behaviour

Self-mutilation

Self-abusive behaviour

Sexually offensive

Sexually aberrant behaviour

Leave without arrangement

Rebellious behaviour (1 item in
matched variable "Is absent
from or late for, the proper
assignments or places")

Shouting/swearing

Unacceptable vocal habits

Talklng/laughing to self

The new matched ABS maladaptive behaviour variable was analysed.

A

Wilcoxon Matched-pairs Signed-ranks Test found no significant difference
between Time 1 and Time 3 on the matched ABS variable for the Maladaptive
Behaviour scale (z =-1.1722, p > 0.05). This fmding was consistent with the
pre-post analysis of the Maladaptive Behaviour scale of the

~HAB

which

also provided non-significant change between Time 1 and Time 3. This
suggests that the maladaptive behaviour areas assessed by the REHAB measure
showed no significant change over time in the ILC group.

The ABS

maladaptive behaviour items and subscales with content areas that did not
match items on the REHAB measure were then analysed using a Wilcoxon
Matched-pairs Signed- ranks Test.

There was a significant change in

maladaptive behaviour between Time 1 and Time 3 on the areas covered by
the remaining ABS items (z =-2.5103, p

=0.012). This suggests that the initial

finding suggesting significant change on the ABS measure of maladaptive
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behaviour stems from those areas NOT covered by the REHAB measure.
In summary, there was a significant change in general functioning from Time

1 to Time 2 on the REHAB measure. However, between Time 1 and Time 3
there was only a marginally significant level of change on the REHAB
measure, and a non-significant level of change on the ABS measure.

For maladaptive behaviour there was no significant change between Time 1,
Time 2, and Time 3 on the REHAB measure.

In contrast there was a

significant change between Time 1 and Time 3 on the ABS measure but only
for those content areas NOT measured by the REHAB Maladaptive Behaviour
scale.
SUBSCALE LEVEL ANALYSIS
There were two primary areas considered important for analysis at an
individual subscale level.

Firstly, it was considered important to assess

whether change had occurred in the areas which research has found predictive
of unsuccessful community placement. These areas were primarily assaultive
behaviour and a lack of self-care skills (Bigelow et al, 1988).

Secondly, the treatment programme of the ILC had an emphasis on individual
treatment plans for each client. As such it was considered appropriate to
analyse the data according to the areas specifically targeted for treatment in the
ILC programme.
Information from each subjects Client Lifestyle Implementation Plan (CLIPS)
was gathered. At the time that they came to be analysed CLIPS were only
available for 9 subjects. Two subjects had been transferred to community
placements and the data from one subject was not available. The CLIPS
contain the behaviours targeted for treatment, the rationale of selecting those
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behaviours and, the recommended treatment plan (see Appendix 3).

An example target behaviour was "standover tactics" . The individual treatment

plan for the behaviour involved encouraging the client to step back to arms
length distance away, if this failed the staff were to walk away, if the client
followed then the client was asked to talk quietly. Positive reinforcement was
to be used for appropriate behaviours.

Every target behaviour was coded by the researcher (.MH) under the
appropriate subscale on both the REHAB and ABS. This included the four
subscales of the REHAB General Behaviour scale, the 10 subscales of the ABS
General Behaviour scale, 14 subscales of the Maladaptive Behaviour scale of
the ABS, and the 7 subscales of the REHAB Maladaptive Behaviour scale.
The number of target behaviours in each subscale was then totalled to fmd the
areas that were most often targeted for treatment.

The most frequently targeted behaviours in the general functioning areas were:
"social activity" (4 times) and "self-care" (6 times) using the REHAB
categories and; socialisation" (4 times) and "independent functioning" (5 times)
using the ABS categories. Areas of maladaptive behaviour most often targeted
included: "violence" (7 times) and "shouting or swearing" (5 times) using the
REHAB categories and; "violent and destructive behaviour" (7 times) and
"antisocial behaviour" (5 times) using ABS categories.

The most frequent category content areas were similar for the REHAB and
ABS. In addition these areas (i.e. social activity and socialisation) most often
targeted for treatment in the ILC were consistent with the areas considered
important for a successful community placement.

Specifically, the areas

considered predictive of successful community placement were assaultive
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behaviour, self-care and social activity (Bigelow et al, 1988; Presely et al,
1982). Assaultive behaviour was assessed on the "violent and destructive
behaviour" and the "antisocial behaviour" subscales of the ABS, and the
"violent" and "shouting or swearing" subscales on the REHAB. Self-care skills
were assessed by the "self-care" and "independent functioning" subscales of the
REHAB and ABS respectively. Social activity was assessed on the "social
activity" subscale of the REHAB and the "socialisation" subscale of the ABS.

These subscales were analysed to determine if behaviour changes had occWTed
over time in these targeted areas. Unfortunately, the maladaptive scale of the
REHAB was not able to be analysed at the individual scale level because
scores were not provided separately. Instead, one maladaptive behaviour score
had been entered for each subject.

However, a paired samples t-test was conducted on the "social activity" and
"self-care" subscales of the REHAB and, "independent functioning" and
"socialisation" subscales of the ABS. The results on the REHAB measure
indicate that social activity skills significantly improved from T1 to T2 [t (11)
= 3.23, p = 0.008], but from Tl to T3 they were marginally non-significant [t

(10) = 2.17, p = 0.055] . Self- care also improved significantly from T1 to T2
[t (11) = 3.56, p = 0.005], however between T1 and T3 the changes in self-care
were non-significant [t (10)

=1.18, p > 0.05].

There was a non-significant level of change between T1 and T3 on the
"independent functioning" subscale [t (11) = 1.56, p > 0.05] and the
"socialisation" subscale [t (11)

=.89, p > 0.05] of the ABS.

Wilcoxon Matched-pairs Signed-ranks Tests was conducted on the "violent and
destructive behaviour" and "antisocial behaviour" Maladaptive Behaviour
subscales of the ABS. There was no significant change in "violent and
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destructive behaviour" between Tl and T3 (z = -0.0592, p > 0.05), or in
"antisocial behaviour" between Tl and T3 (z = - 1.2159, p > 0.05).

COMMUNITY AND ILC COMPARISON
Table 5 shows the mean score and standard deviation of each scale for both the
ILC and community groups at Time 3.

Table 5
Mean and standard deviation scores of the Maladaptive and General Behaviour scales for the
ll...C and Community groups at Time 3.

Maladaptive Behaviour
REHAB

ABS

General Behaviour
REHAB

ABS

ILC (n = 12)
M

2.14

36.53

60.18

187.43

SD

1.82

27.00

31.67

45.99

Community group (n = 26)
M

2.12

28.65

51.64

193.00

SD

2.00

25.71

29.13

45.20

An independent t-test was used to compare the ILC subjects and community
comparison group in general functioning behaviours. A one-tailed test was
selected because the primary reason that the ILC subjects were selected for the
ILC programme stemmed from their presumed inability to successfully adapt
to community placements. As such it was expected that the Community group
would have higher general functioning skills and less maladaptive behaviours.
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There was a significant difference in general functioning between the ILC and
community subjects at T3 on the REHAB measure [t (18.34)

= -2.68, p =

0.008]. The ABS measure produced a non-significant fmding for general
functioning at T3 [t (20.91) = 0.88, p > 0.05].

A Mann-Whitney U-Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test was used to determine whether
the ILC and community subjects differed on the Maladaptive Behaviour scales.
The was no significant difference between the two groups at T3 on the
REHAB measure (z

= -1.1177, p > 0.05).

In contrast the ABS indicated a

significant difference between the two groups (z =-2.1388, p =0.016). When
the matched ABS variable was compared there was a non-significant difference
between the two groups (z = -.8695, p > 0.05).
The areas of "self-care", "violent and destructive behaviour" and "antisocial
behaviour" which were considered to be important for successful community
placement were compared between groups at Time 3. There was no significant
difference between the groups on self-care on the REHAB (t

=-1.17, p > 0.05)

or on the comparable "independent functioning" subscale of the ABS (t = 0.88,
p > 0.05). A Mann-Whitney U-Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test established that
there was a significant difference between the ILC and Community group in
"violent and destructive behaviour" (z = - 2.7399, p = 0.003) and "antisocial
behaviour" (z = -2.8750, p

= 0.002)

at Time 3 of the ABS. As noted

previously the "violence" and "shouting or swearing" subscales of the REHAB
were not able to be analysed separately.

Given fmdings indicating no difference between the ILC and Community
groups in some areas it was considered necessary to take a more descriptive
look at the two groups. As a result, the ILC and Community subjects mean
Maladaptive Behaviour and General Functioning scores were ranked together
to establish any overlap between all subjects in these areas.
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There was considerable overlap between individual subject's maladaptive
behaviour scores on the REHAB measure. The range of scores was 5 to 60
for the ILC group, with a median of 3.0, and a range of 0 to 80 for the
Community group, with a median score of 1.0. Interestingly, one subject from
the Community group had a REHAB maladaptive behaviour score which
indicated lower functioning than any subject in the ILC group.

In contrast, there was considerable divergence between the groups on the ABS
measure of maladaptive behaviour. The ILC group scored between 17 and
122, with a median score of 41.5. The Community group scored from 2 to 79,
with a median score of 21. Surprisingly, 3 out of the 4 lowest functioning
subjects on the ABS Maladaptive Behaviour scale were community subjects.
The General Behaviour scale of the REHAB measure also suggested
considerable divergence between the two groups. The ILC group scored from
48.5 to 131.5 with a median score of 64. The Community group scored from
9.5 to 72, with a median score of 48.5. The score of the highest functioning
subject in the ILC group was equivalent to the 13th highest functioning subject
in the Community group. In addition, 5 of the 11 ILC subjects scored lower
than the lowest functioning community subject.

The ABS measure of general functioning indicated a significant overlap
between the ILC and Community group. ILC scores ranged from 88 to 239
with a median score of 191, while the community subjects scores ranged from
77 to 240, with a median score of 210. One community subject again was
functioning at a lower level than the worst functioning ILC client as measured
by the ABS. It was this subject that also scored the lowest on both the
General Behavior scales and on the Maladaptive Behaviour scale of the ABS.

To clarify the overlap between the ILC and Community group it initially
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seemed appropriate to use clinical significance levels to determine if the range
of scores for the

ac

and Community groups fell within two standard

deviations of each other (Jacobson, Follette & Revenstorf, 1984; Jacobson &
Traux, 1991). However, the standard deviations for the two groups were so
large that there was a lack of distinction between the groups. As a result, this
violated the assumptions of a clinical significance test (Jacobsen et al, 1991).
It was therefore decided to use a median split to clarify the overlap. Scores
above the median indicated higher functioning and scores below the median
indicated lower levels of functioning.

The median split established that 3

ac subjects scored above the median on

the maladaptive behaviour scale of the REHAB, while 2 were above the
median on the ABS. One of these was the same subject who also scored
above the split on the REHAB. Twelve of the community subjects scored
below the median on the REHAB and ABS measure. Two of the ILC subjects
were above the median of the General Functioning scale of the REHAB and
6 were above the median on the ABS. In contrast 9 of the Community group
were below the median on the REHAB while 12 were below the median on the
General Functioning scale of the ABS.

The

ac

subjects who scored above the median are shown in Table 6.

Subjects are ranked in order of their levels of functioning from highest to
lowest.
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Table 6
ILC Subjects who Scored Above the Median Score on the REHAB and ABS.

Maladaptive Behaviour

General Functioning
Subject

REHAB

ABS

REHAB

A

01

ABS

A

02

A

A

A

B

03

A

A

B

B

04

B

B

A

B

05

B

A

B

B

06

B

B

A

B

= scored above the median
- = transferred to the community
A

B

= scored below the median

In summary, the ILC and Community groups produced a similar range of
maladaptive behaviour scores on the REHAB, while the Community group
displayed less maladaptive behaviour on the ABS.

The two groups were

similar in their range of general functioning scores on the ABS, but not on the
REHAB.

On the REHAB measure the Community group demonstrated a

higher level of functioning.

CHAPTER 4 - DISCUSSION

PROGRAMME EVALUATION
Lake Alice Hospital designed and implemented the Intensive Learning Centre
in response to the needs of a group of so called "hard-to-place" psychiatric
inpatients. One of the aims of the present research was to evaluate the
effectiveness of the ILC programme with an emphasis on determining whether
their objectives had been met. One aspect of this evaluation involved assessing
change in the clinical status and level of functioning of the clients.

Data that was collected at baseline, 5 months and then at a 10 month interval
was used to determine whether there had been a measurable change in the level
of functioning of the ILC clients during their time in the programme. The
fmdings suggested that there was a short-term (5 month) improvement in the
general functioning skills of the ILC clients. However in the long-term (10
months) the gains made had diminished to the point where the subjects general
functioning level was not measurably different from when they entered the
unit.

In addition, there was no significant change over time in the maladaptive

behaviour areas covered by the REHAB measure (refer Table 4). This fmding
was replicated with equivalent ABS items which matched those of the REHAB
and also indicated no significant change over time. In contrast the remaining
ABS items which measured maladaptive behaviours not tapped by the REHAB,
showed significant reductions from Time 1 and Time 3.

As such, sustained improvement in the ILC clients was only achieved in a
limited number of maladaptive behaviour areas including "antisocial
behaviour", "untrustworthy behaviour", "self-abusive behaviour", "sexually
aberrant

behaviours",

"withdrawal",

"stereotyped

behaviour

or

odd
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mannerisms", "inappropriate interpersonal manners", "unacceptable or eccentric
habits", "hyperactive tendencies", "psychological disturbances", and "use of
medications". Initial improvements in other areas of maladaptive behaviour
and general functioning were not maintained over time.
One of the criteria for being selected for the ll..C programme was that the
client was unsuitable for existing community placements.

The second

objective of the ll..C programme was to help the clients develop the skills
which would enable them to be placed for short or long periods of time in
suitable community accommodation. Research has indicated that the skills and
behaviours considered predictive of an inability to live successfully in the
community were a lack of self-care and social skills and the presence of
assaultive behaviour (Bigelow et al, 1988; Anthony et al, 1978; Presley et al,
1982).

When these areas were analysed the ILC programme did produce an
improvement in self-care and socialisation skills in the short-term, but this
improvement was not maintained in the long-term. In addition there was no
significant change in assaultive behaviour over time, as measured by the ABS.
Assaultive behaviour included threatening or carrying out physical violence,
damaging property, using angry language, and being inconsiderate,
disrespectful, or disruptive towards other people.
It would seem that the areas of functioning which research suggested as
important for the ILC group have partially been affected by the ILC
programme, in the short-term at least.

An encouraging fmding was that the same areas that research suggests were

predictive of successful community placement were also the areas that were
most often targeted for treatment in the ll..C. The fmdings suggest that the
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REHAB subscales of "social activity", "self-care", "violent behaviour" and
"antisocial behaviour", improved in the short- term but the improvement was
not maintained.

Although it seems contradictory, findings imply that the maladaptive
behaviours of "antisocial behaviour", "untrustworthy behaviour", "withdrawal"
and the like decreased over time in the ll..C subjects, however the maladaptive
behaviours most frequently targeted for treatment ("violent and destructive
behaviour" and "antisocial behaviour") did not change significantly over time.
Why this was the case was unclear, however it is possible that the therapeutic
environment may generate non-specific change on some behaviours, or that
change on adaptive behaviours has peripheral effects on some maladaptive
behaviours. For example, short-term improvements in socialisation skills may
have had an indirect effect on maladaptive behaviours such as antisocial
behaviour.

As the long-term change seemed to have predominantly occured in maladaptive
behaviour rather than general functioning, it may be that staff focused on these
more disruptive behaviours in the day to day running of the ll..C. Barker and
Fraser (1985) note that "nurses tend to ignore patients who showed acceptable
or 'non-problematic' behaviour. Instead, they gave most of their attention to
patients who were manifestly 'sick' or showing unacceptable patterns of
behaviour" (p.36). If this is the case then it may also impact on the ratings of
both measures, in that, the raters attention would have been drawn to these
maladaptive behaviours causing an over estimation of the frequency and
severity of these behaviours over time (Martin & Pear, 1992).

Another possible explanation of the fmding that the targeted behaviours,
particularly the maladaptive behaviours, did not change significantly is that the
behaviours targeted may have been long-standing problematic behaviours
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which were more resistant to change.

Alternatively it may be that these

aggressive and assaultive type behaviours are somewhat unstable in nature. It
was not possible to gain access to data concerning the frequency of these
behaviours to ascertain whether low base rates were contributing to the
inconsistent nature of the results. The researcher understands however, that
this information was kept at Lake Alice Hospital. Future evaluations may
benefit from obtaining this data.

Lastly, it is possible that confounding variables were affecting the initial results
obtained in the ILC. In particular staff and even client expectations may have
led to possible demand characteristics.

Huesmann (1982) states that for

hospitalised subjects attention can be particularly rewarding, thus subjects may
initially be more compliant to maintain that attention. In the case of the ILC,
the staff are likely to have been aware of the preferred outcome when
completing the various measures, and this may have produced some demand
characteristics which clouded the results.

Other factors which may have affected the success of the programme,
including the success of individual treatment interventions, will be discussed
in the programme recommendations section.

COMPARING THE ILC AND COMMUNITY GROUPS
The second aim of the present research was to compare the ILC group to a
group of people already transferred from Lake Alice Hospital to the
community. A number of similarities and differences between the two groups
became evident.

The Community group had a higher level of general

functioning as measured by the REHAB, which included more adaptive social
activity, self-care, community skills and less speech disturbance. In contrast
there was considerable overlap between the two groups in that the ILC group
did not differ from the Community group on the General Behaviour scale of

so
the ABS. The ABS general functioning subscales included: "independent
functioning", "physical development", "economic activity", "numbers and
time", "domestic activity", "self- direction", "responsibility", "vocational
activity", and "socialisation".

Similarly, there was no difference between the groups on the maladaptive
behaviours of the REHAB or on the matched ABS items, that is the ABS
subscales which assessed the same areas as the REHAB. These areas were
"incontinence", "violence", "self-injury", "sexual acts", "absconding", "verbal
aggression", and "talking to oneself'. In contrast, there was a significant
difference on the areas measured solely by the ABS, that is, the non-matched
ABS items. These were "antisocial behaviour", "untrustworthy behaviour",
"withdrawal", "inappropriate interpersonal manners", "stereotyped and odd
behaviours", "unacceptable or eccentric habits", "hyperactive tendencies",
"psychological disturbances" and the "use of medications".
This suggested that the ILC clients were not uniformly poorer in functioning
than those in the community. Rather, the ILC group seems to be deficient in
relatively specific areas as shown by the inconsistent fmdings on the general
functioning and maladaptive behaviour scales of the REHAB and ABS. Where
differences were found the ILC group consistently functioned poorer than the
Community group.

When the two groups were compared on the skills and behaviours considered
predictive of successful community placement there were no demonstrable
differences between them on the self-care skills of both the REHAB and the
ABS measures. However, the ILC group was lower in functioning on both
measures of social skills. In addition, on the maladaptive behaviour subscales
the ILC group scored significantly higher on the "violent and destructive
behaviour" and "antisocial behaviour" subscales than the Community group
(see Appendix two).

The results suggested that while some areas of maladaptive
behaviour have improved in the ILC group, they are still
below the level of functioning displayed by the Community group in an area
that research has found impacts on successful community placement.
The ILC and Community groups did display some similarities in overall
functioning levels. Specifically there was considerable overlap in both the
general functioning skills and maladaptive behaviours of the ABS and REHAB
as shown by the large standard deviations across these measures.
Scores above and below the median for all subjects were examined. Table 5
shows that 4 of the 12 ILC clients consistently scored above the median on any
of the scales. One of these 4 clients scored above the median on both scales
and was the subject transferred to a community placement where the client
continues to live successfully. The remaining three clients appeared to be
functioning well on one scale, but not consistently so on the other scale. This
indicates that while the ILC clients may function in one area at a level
equivalent to those in the community, they tend to function at a lower level in
other areas. There did not appear to be any specific area that these ILC
subjects consistently functioned highly in.

It also needs to be remembered that the total score only indicates the overall
level of functioning on the General Functioning and Maladaptive Behaviour
scales. However, the quality of the behaviours is also of relevance. Though
an individual may have gained a score which indicates high functioning,
certain behaviours may be more important for community placement than
others (Bigelow et al, 1988), and poor functioning in these critical areas maybe
what is preventing transfer to the community.

In order to clarify these areas a more descriptive and qualitative analysis was
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conducted. This showed that in six of the seven cases where an ll.C subject
scored above the median score in either general functioning or maladaptive
behaviour the subject's highest Maladaptive Behaviour subscale score was for
"violent and destructive behaviour", and "antisocial behaviour". In particular,
scores were high on the "threatens or does violent behaviour" item and the
"uses angry language" item on the ABS.

The one subject who had minimal

maladaptive behaviour scores was the person who was transferred to the
community. These findings confirmed that while some in the Community
group also displayed these violent behaviours, the nature and specifics of the
behaviours may vary qualitatively.

In summary, there do appear to be anomalies in the make-up of the

n.c and

Community groups. One of the community subjects consistently scored below

all

n.c subjects on both measures of general functioning

and on maladaptive

behaviour measured by the REHAB. The subject had the fourth lowest score
on the ABS maladaptive behaviour measure. From the data available it is not
possible to determine why this client was placed in the community when others
who appear to be higher functioning are maintained in hospital.

PROGRAMME RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendations for the ll.C programme will centre around the ILC staff,
the ILC clients, and the ILC treatment programme.

Stafflllg Reconunendations
As noted previously approximately 70% of the ILC staff left part way through
the programme. They were replaced by staff who needed to be taught the
approach taken at the ILC, including: the behavioural techniques which were
to be used in the programme, the new roles of the staff or "DOERS", the
preventative rather than patient management style of treatment, the use of
individual treatment interventions, and the placement of less emphasis on

traditional institutional structure. In addition, staff from the ILC were not
always able to be selected with a view to adhering to the ILC structure and
philosophy. Members of the treatment team stated that some of the staff were
not very willing to comply with the ILC programme which meant both
inconsistencies in the staffmg practices and an increased risk of a gradual
return to the traditional method of hospitalised care. Indeed research suggests
that it is not uncommon for nurses to resist behavioural treatment programmes,
and attempts to move from the traditional role of nurses (Baker & Fraser,
1985).

Staff are an integral factor in the success of programmes such as that of the
ILC (LeBow, 1976). Berryman, Evans and Kalbag (1994) found that direct
care staff can provide valuable contributions to behaviourally based treatment
plans and the implementation of these plans. The contributions of staff were
found to be particularly effective when training was accompanied by biweekly
supervision meetings. These supervision sessions were used to clarify and
emphasise the behavioural principles used in treatment. While the ll..C staff
did receive fortnightly supervision, the research of Berryman and associates
(Berryman et al, 1994) may indicate the need for more frequent supervisory
sessiOns.

Behavioural principles can be hard to grasp for staff who have not encountered
the philosophies and techniques before. Staff may therefore require more
training in the ilnplementation of the principles, and regular refresher courses
may be of some use. This is especially likely to be the case with the high
turnover of staff experienced by the ILC programme.

In any case it is recommended that staffmg inconsistencies be monitored and

modified where possible. In addition those who are involved in the selection
of the ILC staff may need to be made more aware of the effects that poorly
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trained or motivated staff may have on the success of the programme. While
it is acknowledged that it may not always be possible to select staff entirely on
their suitability for the position, where staff are resistant to change it may be
necessary to implement more intensive training and supervision so that the
success of the ILC is not compromised by individual staff members.

Client Recommendations
One of the most obvious fmdings of the present research is that the ILC clients
vary widely in their functioning abilities, behavioural excesses and deficits.
One staff member acknowledged that the disruptive behaviour of one ILC
resident in particular impacted on the resources available to the other residents.
Specifically, the disruptive resident would steal the belongings of other clients
requiring personal possessions of other clients be locked away or monitored
carefully. Attempts by the staff to provide artistic and other recreational
materials for the residents to use whenever they wanted did not succeed
because a problematic resident would throw the materials around.

It may therefore be that while the ILC group as a whole were the most chronic
of the long-stay residents at Lake Alice Hospital they may not all have been
suitable for the same programme. The impact of one or two residents may be
limiting the progress of other ILC clients by way of the living circumstances
and the amount of time available for other residents. Unfortunately, funding
resources may not be available to provide a more specialised service for the
extremely problematic ILC clients, however the diverse nature of the ILC
group as a whole may warrant further attention.

The overlap between some of the people transferred to the community and
those placed in the ILC also warrants further investigation.

As noted

previously, one of the Community group was consistently lower in functioning
than all of the ILC group on 3 of the 4 subscales. Establishing whether this
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person actually lived successfully in the community may be indicative of the
ability of several of the ILC clients to live in community placements. If this
patient was adjusted to community living then what specifically were the
qualitative characteristics of the patient or placement which allowed successful
adjustment?

When considering the outcome of the IT..,C programme it is important to be
reminded that for a group of people who have been institutionalised for such
lengthy periods of time, and who were selected for the programme because
they were considered "the chronic of the chronic" it may be unreasonable to
expect a great deal of change in their functioning levels in only a few months.
The fact that one ll..C resident has been moved into the community and was
still living there successfully after two months indicated that the ILC was
beginning to fulftl its stated objectives. Whether it is reasonable to expect this
level of improvement in a large number of the ll..C residents after just 10
months of treatment is debatable.

Overall, the research suggested that the ll..C programme did produce some
changes in the residents, though it was restricted to a limited range of
maladaptive behaviours in the long-term.

Treatment Recommendations
It is commendable that the ll..C developers incorporated an evaluative
component into the programme by way of the ABS and REHAB measures.
The nature of the clients' problems mean that change may be a slow process
for the ll..C group, consequently it is essential that the ll..C programme
continues

to

evaluate

the progress of its

clients regularly using

psychometrically valid measures. There are however a number of factors
which may serve to make the evaluation process more accurate and useful for
both staff and clients.
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As the number of ll...C clients is small it is paramount that missing data be
minimised. It is recommended that all residents who leave the ll...C programme
have the evaluation measures completed just prior to their transfer. In this way
the evaluation procedure can examine the functioning of all clients who have
entered the programme including those who have been transferred out for some
reason. The use of regular evaluation may also serve to assist the decision
making process prior to transfer (Deane et al, in press).

There were some problems with the REHAB and ABS measures themselves.
It is advantageous that two measures were used in the evaluation of the ll...C

programme. If only the REHAB was used one would have assumed that
general functioning had improved while maladaptive behaviour had not. If
only the ABS was administered the opposite fmdings would have been seen in
that general behaviour did not improve over time while maladaptive behaviour
did. By using both measures it was apparent that improvements in functioning
was not as clear cut as each individual measure would suggest. Rather, it
would seem that the ll...C programme affected change in a more complex
manner.

The REHAB and ABS were both designed to provide an overall picture of an
individual' s level of functioning. While this is valuable, the complexity of the
results gained from these measures suggested that it would have been helpful
to have a more detailed picture of some of the specific behaviours that are the
focus of treatment.
Two behavioural measures that maybe useful to adapt and use in the ll...C
setting are the Target Complaints measure and Goal Attainment Scaling (GAS).
Both of these measures provide individualised criteria for assessing client
progress on specific target behaviours or goals. As such these measures are
able to tap the dimensions which are most relevant to the individual, something
which the standardised group measures fail to do (Mintz & Kiesler, 1982).
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Both of these approaches have methodological difficulties associated with their
use, however with appropriate administration the advantages of the measures
are reported to be considerable (Mintz & Kiesler, 1982). In addition both have
been used productively with psychiatric clients (Bradshaw, 1993; Badger &
Adaskin, 1989; Howell, 1986; Hansson, Bergland, & Ohman, 1987).

There are a variety of ways to administer the target complaints measure,
however it generally involves the client and/or therapist writing down the
problem requiring treatment and the severity of that problem. This problem
statement is then translated into a follow-up questionnaire which is re-rated by
the client and/or therapist and used to evaluate whether improvement has
occurred (Mintz & Kiesler, 1982; Deane & Spicer, 1994)

With global attainment scaling (GAS) each area highlighted for treatment is
then broken down into 5 discrete points on a scale. The scale is a hierarchy
of possible results which range from the "most unfavourable treatment outcome
thought likely" to the "most favourable treatment outcome thought likely", in
the middle is the "expected level of success". At the follow-up time the rater
determines what level of functioning the client is at and this score is then
translated into the GAS score which shows the attainment of therapeutic goals
(Mintz & Kiesler, 1982). Either of these individualised measures could be
adapted for use in the ILC, and they may be able to clarify some of the
inconsistent results found in the present study.

The variation in functioning of the ILC group meant that the use of individual
treatment interventions was appropriate. However, the treatment plans may
benefit from more behaviourally specific interventions. Some of the treatment
plans outlined on the CLIPS were broad and non-specific.

Examples of the behaviours that were to be targeted for treatment included

"regressive type behaviour", "manipulation, money. cigarettes, thieving, lying",
and "is aggressive under pressure". In these examples no attempt was made
to detail what exact behaviours were problematic. It was unclear if the client
was regressing in language skills, domestic activities, personal hygiene or some
other area of functioning.

Examples of individualised treatments cited included "emphasise names of
people and encourage". though what is to be encouraged was not specified.
One CLIPS plan stated: "only provide a fully set table if has been eating good
for a set period of time", the requirements of "eating good" were not specified
and the period of time that the client was required to "eat good" was also not
stated. Again, these are examples of the non-specific nature of some of the
treatment plans, though this was not the case with every intervention.

While individual s¢f members may be aware of the dimensions of the
problematic behaviour, it is preferable to clearly and precisely specify both the
components of the behaviours to be changed and the components of the
treatment plan (Martin & Pear, 1992).

In this way variable personal

interpretations of what is required can be reduced and consistency improved.

While the present research evaluated the ILC programme by way of the
REHAB, ABS and CLIPS measures, it should be acknowledged that the
programme has a number of components that were not evaluated.

As has been noted staff attitudes have been found to impact on the success of
the therapeutic environment (Berryman et al, 1994). Though this was not
assessed in the present research Barker and Fraser (1985) outline a number of
areas that need to be evaluated to determine whether the staff are aiding or
undermining the effectiveness of any treatment programme. Specifically, staff
need to be clear about the function of the ward, the nature of the ward routine,
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the allocation of staff duties including the ways that these are monitored and
assessed, and tmally the nature of the relationship between the staff and
patients and the between the staff themselves.

A new component of the ll...C programme was the inception of staff
supervision. The impact of the supervision process needs to be evaluated to
determine if it affected factors such as staff cohesion, feelings of support, the
level of morale, and the level of work satisfaction. All of these actors have
been found to be important in the level of stress suffered by the staff and in
the ability of the staff to provide effective care to their clients (Baker & Fraser,
1985; Lakin & Larson, 1992).

Despite concerns regarding the validity of self-report in people with
schizophrenic disorders (Bellack, 1989), for those capable their opinions or
evaluations should be sought. In addition, Hagerty (1984) states that psychiatric
mental health assessment is most objective and reliable when specific
diagnostic tools are employed. As such, a thorough and reliable structured
diagnostic interview may have provided a useful adjunct to the measures
currently employed.

Future research should pay particular attention to establishing the reason that
some ll..C clients are still hospitalised when there was a considerable amount
of overlap between them and those already transferred to the community. It is
suggested that there maybe a qualitative difference between the two groups
which needs to be investigated further.

To conclude, the ongoing evaluation of the ll..C programme is recommended
and where possible the problems highlighted in the present research should be
eliminated or minimised. These include problems with the measures selected,
and the breadth of areas included in the evaluation procedure. Any attempt to
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create a programme that has the potential to improve the lives of these
chronically mentally ill is worthy of investing further resources and time. The
initial findings of the ILC programme were favourable but further
investigations are required to clarify the fmdings and to identify areas ·that
maybe worthy of further attention. The results of the present study suggest
small but encouraging indications for the effectiveness of the ILC programme.
However, further development and evaluation is required before more
consistent change in patient functioning is likely.
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APPENDIX ONE: Rehabiliation Evaluation of Hall Baker (REHAB)
measure.
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APPENDIX TWO: Ada ptive Behaviour Scale (ABS) measure.

AAMD
ADA PTI V E BEHAVIOR SCA LE
For Ch ildren and Adults

1914 Revision

Special
ldentification

Name
(first) ·

{last)

Sex:~

Date
(mo)

Date of Binh
(mo)

(year)

{day)

(day)

(year)

Name of person filling out Scale - - -- - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - -Source of information and relationship to person being evaluated {such as "John Doe · Parent," or "Self •
Physician") _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

Additional Information: - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - -- - -

This Scale consists of a number of sLltemen ts which describe some of the ways people act in different situations.
There are several ways of adm inistering the Scale; these, and deu iled scoring instructions, appear in the
accompanying Manual.
Instructions for th e second part of the Scale immediately precede the second half of this booklet.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PART ONE
There are two kinds of items in the fim part of the Scale. The first requires that you select only ONE of the
several possible responses. For example:

(21 E• tin z in Public

((lfcll' only

Qt!fl

Orcf~r~ comr>l~o~

mcah on ·~~luarant~
Order\ s•mnlc meals l·k~ hJmllurg~rs
or hot dog\
Orders ~ofl dronks at soda lountaon
or
Do~s

cant~C'n

not ordor at publoc ut ong

0
1

plac~s

0

Notice that the statcmcnu arc arranged in order of difficulty: 3,2,1,0. Circle the one statement which best
describes the mosr dilliculr task the person un usually manage. In this example, the individual being observed can
order simple meals like hamburgers or hot dogs (2), but cannot order a complete dinner (3). Therefore, (2) is circled
in the example above. In scoring, 2 is entered in the circle to the right.
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Th~ second type of otem asks you co ch<-<1< All \l.llrments whoch apply to the person. For example:

I4 J

l•blr MAnn ~rs
AI I. \l,\IPnU'Ut\ "luc.ll olpJlly)

trhf•t "

II nurnhrr
C..\,olllow\ lcM)d wethuut

dww111~

<hrcked

=

Ch~w\ (()Citl wtth mm,th npc•u

Drot" fond em t.1hlr nr

fltWJr

\},,.\ n,tpL.m uu nr rf't tly ur nut .11 .111

l.llk< '"'" ono•ulh lull
l,lkl'< ltwHI "" uch~,.· pl.ll~<
r .ll\ ,,.., lol\1 or tno 5oluw
Pl.lY\ '" fnnct wcth ftn~rr\

Nonr o f lhe • bo•e

__

'"'' "

J: , h••t oltl't' lu- ut
c ntuph·te·f,. tl•·lwncl.-nf .,,

tllht •"

(II

Dnt''

llw

Ufll

.tpt•l-..

t•

1 ht'1

S..t•cl,

r•utf'r ' ' tf' 111

c trt It• h1 tlw lll!hl )

In the example above, the second and fourth items arc checked to indicate that the person "chews rood with
mouth open" and "uses narkin incorrectly." In o;coring, the number or items checked, 2, is subtracted from 8, and
the item score, 6, is entered in the circle to the right. Most items do not, however, require this subtraction; instead,
the number chec ked can be directly entered as the score. The sta teme nt "None of the above," which is included for
administrative purposes only, is not to be counted in scoring here.
Some items m~y deal with bch.cviors that arc clearly aga inst local regulations, (e.g., use of the telephone). or
behaviors th at arc not possible for a pcrsc>n to perform because the opportunity does not exist, (e.g., eating in
restau rant s is no t pO\siblc for someone who is bedridden). In these instances, you must still complete your rating.
Give the person credit for the item if you feel absolu tely certain that he or she can and would perform the behavior
without additiunal training had he or she the opportunity lo do so. Write "AR" for "Against Regulations" or
"HNO" fur "Has No Orpurtunity" next to the rating made in these cases. These notations will not affect the
eventual scoring o f that item, but will contribute to the understanding and interpretation of the person's adaptive
behavior and environment.
Please observe the following general rules in completing the Scale:
1. In items which specify "with help" or "with assistance" for completion o f task, these mean with direct

physical assisrance.
2. Give the person credit fur an item even if he or she needs verbal prompting or reminding to complete the task
unless the item definitely states "wichour prompcing" or " wichouc reminder."
This Scale is prepared for Rcneral usc. Therefore, some or the items may not be appropriate for your specific
selling, but please do try to complete all or them.

PART ONE
I. INVL!.Pt:NDEN T fUNCT IONING

11.1 S~II·Cut •I

A . fi ,wng

1C

111 U•r nl I •hlr Ul<""'' 11 .,,1,. """ < ,. :1 I
U"'' "•ult• .tncl lwl.. t ntrt·t lh .uul n• •,tlh
U\t'fo lolhfl' l rHir• f~ll i ullmt: Ill \jrtt•,lthlll!
f t•t'fl, "'It v.rth ''""'n ,tml lntL.
nt •,rll\
f t'\'(h •wlf \\Uh \IHltiO otncl l11t~
IOU,IIIr •r,thlt•

0

'-IUII•nJ.t

I c•t•cl\ " ' It ''''" 'I"""' ,,,.,,,1,
I t•t•tf, "'U '''''' \pnwt HU1\tdr·r .rhl·· 'lullr• tt.!
I t'C.'d' 't·ll ''''h ltnt.:' '' ' nt "'"'' 1..- l•·tr

l

,,

h•·• l

11\,,.,,

II·"'" ,11 llu• t111lt·C \\llhuut

olt

, u,J,, luuui. IIU

Uf

I ,tftfpo•f)

•· .111n~ pl,11 ,.,

0

htlh•·' "''"''"' lu•ltt
\\ ·'''" '' h.uul-. \\ •thuul lwll)
Nnnt nf tht .ahou•

l'uh un •

H ~

(I

0

1:1 w .-ninR H•nd • •nd F•cr
H lwt ~ 1\ll ,t,Ht•mt•nt' ,,.h,~ h .lpplvl
\\ ''''"' ' h.Jntf, '"'" ,,.,,,

0

' ' · ' '" ' ' ' l,lft' \\tlh \tt,\(1

Orin~ing llo11lt• """ ~

Ill

\\ ·''"' '' h,uul' .uul I.ICc' '"'h w.Jt('r
h.Hul' .1nfl Idee•

()r,,.,

l)rmk5o wtlhoul ,pdlu1t.: , hultftnc ..:1·"' m ""'"

Nnnr ol lnr •bo • e

h~nd

Or~nlo.s h um l \JP t)r .:1,\'\

"''·'' '"'''tt

Or•nks

.:'·"'

from

<up

or

0

n,.,tl h

Ul'·'''"'''"

(IHl\Hh·r-.thlr· 'P•II u tL.:

Ool•\ n ot

ttrm"

lr um

1

u p u t t.: l·" ' " "''''" '''"

(41 hblt M•nntrs ll ho·<~ •\II

II

h.Hhtn~

unJtuiPd

tit

hrfplllJt

lfft1111piU1£

4

\\ .t-.lu•, ,uul clru•\ ,,.11 .... ,th help
1'\ l flt t nho•t

Sw.liiO"'\ IO<.HI '"'""" ' ' ht'''' '"~
Cht'ws fond w1th mouth .,.,,.,,

rlu••L.•••f :-

0

Drop~ lond on 1.1hlo• ur llonr
Usf's, n~pk.n •nrorr,.c tly or nnt .u ,,II
l•lks wllh mnulh lul l
1 a~PS lood oil u th•·r\ pi.Ho'\

'I''"

1::31\ "'" la\1 or lt>O
PldY' 1n ff)C)d wtlh lm~t·r'!.
Nont of lh~ •bovt
OoC's not apply , .- s:: • lwc.1u"• h" m '"'' "
l>f"c.H.l\t, and/ ur h,l\ ltquuJ fntw f u~th (I (
tiH'tkt·d . f'fHN ' U in tluo tttt It• ''' IIH'

Ealing

.tucl c cuuplt•H•s

pt•III'IJIHlL:

whtth Jpph· )

A.

1',.,,,.,,.,

\\ ,,,tw-. .mel (lrw\ \t•ll curnplt•H"Iy wtthoul
\\ ·''"''' .1m I cft~t'\ st-lf rrd\Ondblv wt"ll walh

''·"' '" "'"' '

rtghl)

1\

C. Clean/mess

Of(Jt•t\ "mpl•· uu•,,), lrL•· h.ur\hut&!• '' ' ut lml cl••l!'

not ordt•r ,11 puhlu

luo1p

B. Toile/ Use ___________A_0 _0_

(I

()rdt'f\ tHIHptr•lt• ltll"oll\ Hl l ' ' 'l · lllf,IHI'

()o('\

,,fut h 1tp;tly)

' ' " uu h••l•·l "'·'' \\tthnut ht·lp
I ' " '' tudd '"'"'' .tpprupn.•h•l•t
llu'"'''- t•ul••l ollh•r U't'

121 £::•ling in f'uhli< 11 '" I··""'' ll"<l 1

OnJPt\ \ofl drt nl ...

T oil~ l

~ \l,lh'llll'l'h

.\f)U

6

- -- - - - - - - - ---+
1·4

I

" '·'I'

1

~"""'"' 10 "JSh or dry st>ll

ll

Ath·• n t•t' In
~ncl wd,h \ttlf
('onpt·r.t lt.•\ \\tw n bl·tng wdslwd dnrl dned bv

0

tJiftP(\

"'"''''

no

I'll Ptrson•l Htgitnt
(l'ho•<k ~ \l ollt'nll'nH "h och

~pplv)

It,,, \It• en'! uncft•r ,tnn odnr
IJm•\ 1101 <h.Wl!f"' undNWt'dr rrRultlfly by st.• If
~lrn 1\ nftt•n dtrty •I not ~\\l~t('d

.a

ll!ttnht •(

•h···•··<l;

0

Dm•' nl'll kc•p n,Jo l ~ dt-an by sell
l h t • bovt
U<>"' not " I)Illy . " R • l>t>cau~e he or
'"'' " compiNt'lv dt•p•ndenl on olntr\ (If
<lu•tl<'<l. t<llf'r · II • tn lhr C<rdt' 10 1hr r<ghl )
Non~ of

B. Tor/er Use
1101

lSI

Toolh Bruoning (Cordt' only QN()

Toilt l Tuinin& !Corclt' onl, ONI 1

Nt-ver h.u lollt•t ;u t ul.-rH \
Ncv~r

h.ts tmh•l arndt•nt\ dunn'! thr• d.1,

Occas•on.tllv h.ls hHit•t .u <""''''\ clur•n .: th\' ' ' ''"
FrtQutnlly ha\ lnoiPI J Cudt•nU duron.: llw d.1y
h not IO<Itl lrJ<nt'd al o\11

II

0

A p plor' 1oo1h11~\ t~ ~nd brushes leelh w11h up
.uu1 tkJ...,. n nlnt aon
AIJplw-. htuthl~t"h' ,llld hru,hf"''\ tr<-th
llru,ht•\ h·Nh w <lnout h~lp , but unnol •pply
toolhiM\11'
IJfu\h('~

t ('f"'lh Wllh

0

\UJlPfVISIOn

('fJOp<'rdl~'

tn havonR 1rc1h brusned
Mdll'~ nn •llrmpl In br u~h leelh

ll

F. Dressing and Undressing

[11) Menstrua tion (Circlt only ONE)
(For males. Corcle ··no m~~•tton '' l

(lSI Oreuina (Circle only ~~

No mrnstruation
Carrs lor sell complrtf'ly for meMtruatoon wothout
assistance or reminder
Cart'> for srll r('asonably w('ll duron11 mrn\lru.ltoon
Hrlps on chanJtong pads duron~ m~n•truatoon
Indicates pad ntf'ds chan~ting duron11 m~Mtrua tu>n
lndocatf'S that mP.nstru.lloon had h<>Run
W ill not c.tre for stlf or s<'rk helt> duron11
mttn\trual•on

C. Cleanliness

~o

- ----.06
ADD

Complrt!ly dresses self
Complrtr ly drrssu self with verbal prompting
only
Oresst's self by pull ing or pulling on all clothes
woth vrrbal prompting and by fastening
(zopping. bulloning. snapping) them with help
Ort'\\Ps sell w ith hrlp in pulling or pulling on
mn•t clothrs and fastrning them
CoopNales whrn drt'ssed by utending arms or
l~g•

Must be drrssed completely

7·11

D. Appearance

0

3

1
0

[16) Undrusin11 at Appropriate Timu
(Corclf' only ~~

(11) Posture (Cht'Ck ~ stattmrnts whoch •pnly)

I

l

Mouth hanu open
Head hangs down
Stomach stocks out becaus~ of posture
Shouldrrs slumpf'd forward and bark brnt
Walks woth IOf'> out or tors on
Walks woth ftPl fM ap.ul
Shuffles. drARS. or stamns f<'l'l wh<>n w.llltnlt
Walks nn toptof'\
Non e of the abovr
OoPs not apply . e g • b<•<au•r hr or >h<' ''
bt'dlo~st or non·ambul•torv
(If chtckrcf.
enter "0" on the corcl~ to tht ro~tht l

[ll) Clothing (Chrrl

~

K· nu•ntwr

ch•·• krol

=

0

J 17)

statrnwnt• wh och •'Pt>ly)

Clothts do not fot proprrly of not ~s\1\ll'd
We ars torn or unprt'sstd clolhon~ of not
Rewears dirty or soo lrd dnthon_c of not prnnoptNf
WPar\ cl.uhtnfit <.olur (UoliHtMttnn\ 11 nul
prompted
Oo••s not know the dolfrrrncr hrl,.,t•rn "Or~
shoes and drtss shot'<
Does not choose dofferent c lothonll for lorm•l
and informal occaSions
Does not wear specoal clothong for tloll r r,.nt
weather condotoons (raoncoat. oversho~s. ttc 1
None of the ~bove
Oor' not apply . P 11 , ho•c•u<f' hi' or 'hr ''
completely dep~ndent con othrr\ I If d•~ckrd.
enter " 0" on the corclt' to tht.> ro~tht I

0

Shots (Check ~ statements w oth apply)

0

ruts on shOt's correctly without assistance
T'"shoe Iacts wothoul ani stance
Unlot'\ shoe laces without assistance
qemoves shOt's wothout assostance

"'''"'"'rei
7 -numhrr
rfwr krd =

0

None of the above

F. Dressing and Undressing _ _ _..A-.
D-.
o .....
.,

1\

~

15·17

C. Travel

ADO

6

D. Appearance - - -- - - - - - -12·1l
E. Care of Clothing

1141

Complrtrly undresses srlf
Complf'tely undresses self with vrrbal
prompting only
4
Undressrs srll by unfastening (unzipping.
unhullon 1ng. unsnapping) clothes with help and
t>ulhng or taking them off with verbal prompting
Undr~""' self with hrlp in unfastenin g a nd
pullonR or takon11 off most clothes
2
<"•x>t~t•r,ll~> when undressed by c•tendong arms
1
or I~IIS
0
Must be completely undressed

C~rr

of Clothing
(Chrck i l l statrmrnt' "'hoch apply)

0

Wipes and polishes shot'S whrn nPrrlrd
Puts clothes in drawer or chest neatly
Sends clothes to laundry wothout b~•nR rrrrundrd
Hangs up clothrs wothout beong rrrnondrd
None of the a bove

E. Care of Clothing _ _ __ _ _ _E_N_r_e_R•
14

6

( 18) Sense of Direction (Corclr only ONE)
Cor\ a frw blocks from hospital or school
11rnund. nr srvrral blocks from home w ithoul
Rt•ll•nll lo•t
Cor< around hospotal ground or a few blocks
lrom homl' wothout gell ing lost
Co~> around coli aRt. ward. or home alone
Cell lost whenever leaving own living area

;o
0

/

(a)

Public Tr~nsporhtion
ICiwd, ~ 't~t•·mrnts whtcl>

II.

Rtd<'s on tratn. lon,!! ·dtstdncr bus or planr
•n<h·att·ncft·ntlv
Rtdes 1n td" tndrprnrl•ntly
Rtde'\ \ubway or <•IV bus for unl.-nuiMr tnurn""''
tn(ft'l)t•ndl•ntlv

Redr'\ \uhw.tv or c•tv hu\ for fanuh.u

JOvrnry\

rndt•awncff•nll\·
Non~ ol th~ ~b ove _ _

C. Travel

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

~Jlplvl

-0
6

t4. . Sensory Development
CObservable function ing ability)
Vision (W•th glaSI~s. 1f used)
iCtrdt only ONEJ

(lll

No cltll tculty •n s•~·ng
Somf' rloflocultv on s~e.ng
Crr~t d•Hoculty 1n ~~~•ng

1

No V I S tOn at ~~~

0

ADO
-~

t8·19

(231 Hurina (Woth hPanng
!Ctrcl~

H. Other Independent Functioning
-

U\<'\ t<'ll'phonP dtr('ctnrv
Ust>s JldY tefpphon<'

0

Mt1ltP\ lftleJJhnnP r.1ll' trom P''"'cllt- ltlt·phunt>

Answt•r\ triPnhunp ,lpprupn.th•ly
T dkPs ttll'r>hun•· nw,ug~s

None ol the • bove _ _

A Sensory Development

P,1(,

'tt.md' nn " t>utop·· fur t('n S<'conds ol a~ked
St.>ncl\ on on1• loot for two <~conds of askPd
Stolllll\ w1thout \liiJ(l(lrt

hrff.

~t.tmh w tlh \upport

11H)tfrr,,trh,.

Know\ postd~f' rdtt'\ , buys \t,uup, from J'o\t
OfltCf'
looks aftN PN\On.ll h~dhh . o• g . c h.mgt•< wt•t
clotl'ung

0

Ottals wtth \HH{JIP HliUrtt'\, t" R . <Vl\ , hurn\
Know\ how ;wd wht'rt.. 1u olH.lltl ,, dn<tot ' \ ur
dPnltst · ' h~lp
KnO'f\\ ..tbnut ""''•If.,,. fAc.d•t•e\ tn tlu• t.ommun•IY
None o! th~ •bov~

H . Other lnclepenc/C'III

!lSI

ADD

1\0D
A-~1

1\
~

D

•3
2
1

0

0

W•JI,ing •nd Running
Khet k All statements wh1ch apply)

4lonr
Ancl clown <tdtr\ Alone
Walks down staus bv alternatrng feet
~""' wothoutl~lltng often
\\',,,~,up

20·ll

1 RrANCLES

Stt\ "''thovt support
( oln do non~ of the AbOvf'

\\',1f~<

rriiH tton 11111 _ _A_0_0_._

I. INDEPENDENT FUNCTIONING

0

B. Motor Development

Prrparr\ own hf"d ,,, ntRlH

Hen orcftn..try ronltul t)f elPP''IIfr,

1

0

Body B•l•nct ((trdt' only ONE)

(14)

IChNk All \tdt<'lllt'nts wine h applvl

111

2

22·23

(21( Misctll• neous lndep•ndtnl Functioning

CO(l$; IO hf'd ufl,l\\JSINI. ,. a . J(f•t(tfl~
(Ovrnng Wtlh bl.,nkt'l . ri C

atd, il us•d)

~~

Nn dofftcultv •n heat~ng
<;omr d•Hocvlty '" hNt~ng
CrP~t d tllt cultv on huttng
No hrJttng at dll

(20( hie phone IChe<k AlL stdt~men" wluch

apply)

only

0

I htp\,

'"'fl\ ,, aump\

0

Nont olthe •bove
(lb) Control of H•nds
(Chctk ALL sratcmenls whiCh a11ply)
CUt

lu•s

llunw\

A h.• II

.lllolll nvt•rh.Htd

I oft, lUll or gl.l\\
Cr,ISPI woth rhumb and longer
Non~ ol the • bove _ _

0

(27(

limb Function
(Ch<'<k ~ st~t~mcnt\ ,_;hoth olfltllyl

(J 1 I

Hac. ('tf('CIIv(' uc.p of r~ght ,trm
H~s clf~ctlvt• u\r nt Iell Mm
H,l\ rlfrctovr u•r ol ro~ht lrR
Ha• Plfecll•r u•r ol h•lt lcR
Non~ oft h~ •bov~

0

B. Motor Dcvclopmcnc _ _ _ _ _ _....;A.:.;D::..::.D_..

1\

~

24·27

Purch•sing (Circle only Q!:!S.I

1\uv< all own clothing
Buv< own clothonR accessories
Makr\ minor purchases without help (candy,
~oft dronks. etc .)
()no•\ shoppong with slight supervision
f)nr< \hopponR woth ciOSt' supervision
I)<H•\ no <hOPiling

•
3
2
0

6

ADD

B. Shopping Skills

30·31

II . PHYSICAL V[;VGOI'M[;N r

ADD

,.r---1
L___j

TRIANGLES A·B

0

Ill . ECONOMIC ACTIVITY _ _ __A_D_D___. r - - 1

L___j

TRIANGLES A-8

Ill. ECONOMIC ACT/VI TY
A. Money Handling and Budgeting

IV.

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

A. Expression

(28( Mon•y H•ndling tCorciP nnly ON f.)

U\rS h.1nk10R lacolotoP< ondrprnd~ntlv
Makrs ch•ngc correctly but cloP\ nut u•c b•nkong

(32) Writing (Circle only ONE l

4

0

f,l(di(I~S

Add\ coon\ ol varoous denom onatlon\. up to onr
doliM
Uses money. but <loPs not makr ch.1ngP rorrrctly
Does not use money

t

0

Wrote~ sensoble and understandable letters
WrotP\ short notes and memos
Writes or pront~ forty words
Wrot~\ or pronts ten words

4
)

2

Wnlf'\ or prints own namt-

1

CJnnot wrote or print any words

0

0

(29) Budg•ting
(Cht•ck ~ <t•tcmenl\ whoch apply)

l ll)
Savrs money or tnkrns lor a partocular purPOse
Budgets fores. mPals. etc
Sp~nds monC'y wllh some plann•n~t
Controls own ma,or e:.;prnd1turrc.

0

Non• olth• •bov•

A . Money Handling _ _ ______A_o_D_,.

and Budgeting

1\

~

28·29

Pr~v~rb~l Expression
(Cht-ck ALL statements which apply)

Nods head or smiles to express happiness
lndocatr\ hunger
lndocates want~ by pointing or va<al noises
Chuckles or laughs when happy
E xpresses pleasure or anger by va<al noises
Is ~hit' to say at least a lew words (Enter "6" if
checked. regardless of other items . J

0

Non~ oft he • bov•

I 34) Articul• tion (Check ALL statements which

B . Shopping Skills
(30)

apply··of no speech, check
enter ··o·· in the circll')

Err•nds ICorclr on ly ONE)

Cot'\ to severa l shops and SpPcoloPS dolfrrrnt
alcmc,

4

Goes to one \hop and spccofocs on~ ot~m
C.of'C. f')n

rrrand\

for S.tmpiC' nurd'Mstn~ w ithnut

.:. nolf'"

Cof'\ on rrrc)cl(l\ for \Hnplt• purth.HIIIJt w1th d

notf•

Cannot bt' scnt on crrancl\

1

0

0

"Non~"

and

Sp.-Pch is low, weak, whispered or difficult to
hear
Spcech is slowed. deliberatE'. or labored
Sll<'ech i\ hurried. acce lerated. or pushed
SpP,lh with blockin~. hAlting, or other
rrrrgular intt'rruptions

Non• of th ~ •bov~

4·number
checkP.d=

0

IJSI

Stnltnct• tCorclt• '"''-

~fUJU'IttUt'\

I I ' ' ' ' ttUIIII"''

't't\lt•Uf

· ' ht•t ·""'' .
hul ' t•h
1\\J..\ Cl\lt'\ltC111' ll'otUJ! \\.'lrtf._
• hth\ , . • ' ' " · ' '

C. Social Language Development

'2:::.!...1

\U(

t'\

h

0

1Cif1 l,l t11111 L:

ol\

\\It\ "

• , .,,

~·)t·.t\.' tf\ ' " " " ' ' ' ' ' ' " " ' " ' ' ' '
,.,...,,~..,, "' pflnull\t'
tlHI1 • \

l'lu·,,,,., ttuh

"

t•tb,d

IJ91

Convtrs ,t ion
11 h•·•l. &
•lollt'lllrnl< whtlh JpplvJ

ll"' ' llhr.l\C'\ \\u.h ,,, · ' plr.,,~.·· J,nd ''thank

0

\tlU

'' \fM ,,,h1c• .1ncl t,llk\ cfunn~ n'lt>llh
(,111.< Itt ulht•r< Jb<•ut sport<. l~m•lv. groun

.u ..,.,..,.,. t•·rc
None ol lht •bovt - -

Word V>•Rt I Cor< It · .,,.1, I~ I

IJbl

l.lll,, .thuul .u ln•n "lu•n '''''' nlnnc. pu hlft''
cl•''' r•lune,

N.UIH''- JH•oplr· or nhtt't I'\ ,,fwn
pu lutf'\
N.liiU''

l,umh.tr ubwc h

"'"' lnr tlun~' h\• lluotr dppruprt.th• n.ttH•''
I\ oon \lt•rh,tl ur m•,\rly nun vt•rh.tl

u
.1\0()

A . Express iOn

11·1b

0
6

B. Comprehension

1371 Rud in~t

1~01 M i.ctll•n•ous l•ngu•~~o• O<v<lopm <n l
tl 'JwtL. ~ \l,llt'l1h'11l\ wluch "piJivJ

ht• rP,"tHlC'CI \\tlh
( )hvtnu\1\· ,,..,,.anch wtwn tdlkf'tl to

(',IU

rn1n' mrnt

w••,.... l\ ·'<(Of\ ....lh hill~ nr no t1tlltwhv

,u . . "'

1h• · mJtr\ •H·m~ nn dppltcaCton torm
tr,nnn.lhlv wt•fl
Nont of tht •bovt _ _

f

C. Socia/ Lilnguage
Development

r<'ortl•• ""'' ~~

0

l.t lk• "''"'"'\'
W1•,ttl< bonk\, nt•wSpdpNS . mdj\JitMS for

6

-------------1
l9·40
AOO

~c·.UI\

hut•"-' ,,,.t,thh• ,,, riHiclrt·n tunt• vr•.lf\
ur nhl•·t
W..-acl' houL., \utt.thl•· tor t.h•hlrt·n \f'\f"n \('•"'
old

W.r.l<h \tmpll' ''''"'''or rnnur\
Rr.ul' vanou' ''l"' · ,. ~. · r-.:o PARKII':C .:·
"UNL WI\Y," " MrN. " \\'OM! N ' t•lt
J~rCOR"''~' ~t·n nr mnrr v.urtl\ h-. ''f.! hi
H:(•(OJ:nlf("\ r. ......·rr tfMn tt•n word' nr nmw .ll ,,II

D

IV LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

AOO
TRIANGLES A·C

(I

V. NUMBERS AND TIME
IJ81

Compl~• lnsltuclions
tC ' ht•t k 6ll. \1,\tc•nu•tH\ ,,huh .tpphJ

1411

Unclrr\t,uul\ "''trm hun\ cunt,Hr un~

ltrt·p••"''""'·

t'

~

.

..un. ··

'"'·

l>m•' ' '"'"'" addtiiOn ,tnct 'uhtrdCitOn

" ht•1uod

''und•·r . t•lt
Undt•nl.tnd\ tn\lna tmn\ rrfrrnn.: IU thr otel("r
10 whu h lhtnR\ mu\t hr dnm• , t' J.: • ' ' ftr\1 rlcJ•

0

thrn dr-· "
Und('r\tdnfh tn\lrurttnn\ ,.,qulfml( ~ ch•t. t\utn
"II- . tlulh" bul tl nul, do·-"
NoM ollh~ •bov~ _ _

B. Comprehension

Numbtrs (('orclt only~)

ADO

_./\

--------------J-7.-Js--~

( 'uunl\ lt•n or mor~ Oblt"C. t)

4

Mr< h.1n•colllv count< lo ltn
l'nunl< two obwcls by SJyong "onto two"
D"c. r~m•ndt <'\ btttwf'cn "on<'" .and " many" or
· ,1lnt"
II•' nn und~r\tJncl•nR ol numb~rs

.l
2
1
0

0

Pr~p•ntion

1471 Food

T• lis l<mr. by dO(l '" watch corr~ctlv In thr

l'rrpM<'S .tn adtqu~le complet• mul (may us~
rAn ned or frot~n food)
,.,,.,., and cooks s<mplt> food. e 11 • fries eggs,
n1Akrs p•ncAkrs. cooks TV d •nners, I'IC
l'rrp.HPS stmpiP foods r•qu<rinR no m .. ing or
<nok•nR.
sandwtch~s. coldcNNI, ric
l)<w\ not 11'"1'"'" food .- all

m•nut('
Undrr\ltlnd\ 11111t' mtt•rv,th. r" I. 10" and "·I IU"

~ .

hrh.. .,,..n

Uncft•f\1,1nth lmuo t•rtwvttlc>nh, ,.. t .
IIW SoliUC' .-l~

' ' fltt•H

1\\~Q(MI.:'S l1mr t)n

,, 1"." '

0

1\

lc•t 1M' I nenf"

tftKk \11\ llh

YtlriOU\ ,uiHU)'

(Circle only

~)

(421 Tim~ rnu·ck ~ ''"lf•mc•nh whuh ''""lyl

.0

"II .

0

And r•vt"Jnl\

Non~ of lh~ ~bov~

ClrM' l.thl,. of brl'akabl• dtshes and glaHware
I'I<•.H\ UhiP of unhrraltablr d1sh•s and

101 Tim~ Conc~pl
lt"h••t k .a1.L ,l .. lt •nu•nl' v.hu h ''l'lth )
Names the dav s of rhe w!'t>k
Refers COrr!'ctfv to "morn<na " •nd "ahrrnnon "
Und('rStands dtlfrr<'nC" h"'"""" dJY ·"'"''"·
m.nuiP·hnur . n,n,,lh· y,..,u. rlr
Non~ of th~ ~bov~

v. NUMU CRS

0

AN() TIME._ __ _A_o_o_,.

"'"'''~·"'
1.).,,.,
not ciNr tablt> at dll

£J . K1fch<'r. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __:...;
A;:o..::o_ ...

CJ
C. Other Domestic Activities
(49 1

VI. DOM ESTIC A CTIVITY

C~n~r•l Oom~sl ic

((.hrck

All

Activity

slatl'mPnls wh tch apply)

\A' •''"' ' ' rlt,hr\ w«-11
M,sk<·' h<'d nPatlv
I trip• " ''lh housPhold chorPs wl.en asked
Dew•' hnusthnld tasks rout~nt'ly
Non~ of lh<' • bon _ _

A. Cleaning
J44 J Room Cluninlt f{'trdr uulv ()NI

a

\w(•f•pmt: . clu\ lHIJ,!

·•nd tufv•n~
<:lt•.ln\ roon' but nut lhurou~:hl,
DOt's not clt>an ,.,.,, "' ,,II

C. Ofher Domesfic Activities

ENTER ~

CfC'anrn~ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __A_o...,o;.....•

AOO
TRIANCLES A ·C ~

0
~
j ob Compluily !Ctrcle onlv

~)

PerfornlS 1 1ob requ<ring u se of tools or
machtn('rv. e g . shop work, st>wing, etc.
Performs stmpiP work, e g • stmple gardt'n~ng.
mniJP<ng floors. t'mptytng trash. etc
Pt'rfnrms no work at all

B. Kitchen
T• bl~ ~tlin~t (Ctrde only ~~

,o

0

D

VII. VOCATIONAL ACTIVITY

1\

ISO)

Placu all ~dl<ng Ul<'nSth. a• w~ll ., napk•ns.
uh . pepp.-r, wur. etc.. '" pOS<Itons
l('arned
Pldces plates. glasses. a nd Ul<'n~•h '"
pOS<I<ons l•arned
Places stlv~r. plAit's. cup~. l'l< . on the tab I~
Docs not set tahl• .tl all

1\

~

VI . DOMESTIC ACTIVITY

44.4S

(461

0
49

Wa•hes dolhtn~t
On~s d<>l hma
r old• cloth•n~t
Irons clfllh<nJ! w h<'n dllJ)ropr.all'
Non~ of th~ ~bo•~

A

1\

~

41>·48

41 ·43

C lt•..t fl\ rfMJn1 \'\f'll . ,.

;o

:o
0

B. Perseverance
(Sll

)ob

P~rform•nc~

ISS( All•nlion !Cord~ only~)

(Check ALL ''·''~"'""'' ,..h,ch ''''""I
··o.. -;s(orclo•<l '" •l~m ~0. chN ~ Nun~ C>f
1h~ dbovc .. ancl ~ntrr ·'(I'· " ' 1h~ rorr I••J
Endanger~ olhf"r~ hrr"u'r nt CArdr~)nt•\\.
D~s nol uk,. c•re ofiC>cll<
' ' • very slow workrr
Do..-s sloppy, on•<eura1e .... ork
Non~ ol rhe • bov~ _ _
(If

.a numhrr

ch•·<k••d:=

0

\Vdl pay dll~nl•on 10 purposeful •ct ivitit'S lor
mn"• lh"n f1llt>t'n m1nult'S, e 11 • play•ng
.:Mnf"\, rf'41cl•na . clrAntn~ up
\\'•II flAY allt'nlonn 10 purposeful •<livities lor at

fro\1 llh••n m1nult'S
W•fl pAy Allen lion to purpost>lul acllv111es for at

0

'""'' IPn n11nule\

\\'oil pay altt'nllon 10 purflO\t'ful iCiovilou lor a(
lr,Ht ftvr mtnulr\

\\'oil nnl p.ly attrn110n to purposeful act1v1lit's
fnr '" lon~t a\ l1vt' m1nutes

(Sll Work H•bils
(("hrr.k ~ <l .llrmrnl< whoth •WPIYI
(If .. 0 .. I ) corrlrd on 11en• SO. lhrck .. Non~ ol

(S61

the dbovco ' .1ncl t'nh•r · U.. m tlw cert lr 1

«t numtH•r
ch•·c "••tt::

h l,lff• trom \\Ork \\1lhout ~nnd rtt,l\On
1\ oil en allsrnl from"''""
l)oe) nol compfrlt> roh• wothoul COtl\ldnl

0

£l'ncourdg('mrnt
l~avP~

.... orl stAttnn '' tlhnut Jlrrma\\tun

Crumble"\ or Rrtllf"\ tlhout '"ork

None ol th~

__

• bov~

VII. VOCATIONAL ACTIVITY

-----. D
ADD

0

P~rsisl~nce

4·numbt'r
checked=

ICho·ck ~ Slalrmcnts wh1ch apply)
llrcomrs ~a\l lv cfoscouraged
r .tof< 10 carry out !asks
Jump< from on~ "'' ' v11y 10 anolhrr
NrNI< cnn\l•nt t>ncourdgt'menlto complete 1ask
Norot olth• •bov~ _ _

0

I.XI<'< nn1 AI lillY . I' 11 • bt>causl' h!' or sht' i<
lntaflv oncM~ahl" ol dnv orgamtl'<f acllvllii'S
Ill thrckrcl. rnlrr "0.. 1n lht' corcfe to the

D

ro.:fll)

8 . Perseverance --------......:A:-=:0
~
0-+
SS·S6

SO·Sl

C. Leisure Time
VIII . SELF·DIRECTION

(S71 ltisurt Timt' Ac1ivil~
t!'hrt k AlL ~l"t~m~nl) wh1ch apiJfl'l

A. lnit1ative

OraMl•tr' f,., , urr 1trnr on Jl fatrly comnl('•
l ~vrl . ,. ~ . pf,ov, h•llwds . l1~hr\, ric
1!.1< hohh~. ,. R • p•onlln~. tmbro1dery,
cufloctonc <l•mr" or COinS

ln1lla1cs mo)1 ol owro awvltoc). c ( .
la)ks . RamP), ric
Asks 1f thert' " <omrllun~ tn dn. nr
e\plore\ \urrt)unciu'tJ!'.

r

l . hunw.

0

\'''"· rtf

Wdl t:tni(Jt:e '" act•v•Hr5o only .r -''''1:",." nr
dorPCted
Wtl1 not ('OJ::clJl!t tn d\\t~r1c·d tlCII'¥1114''· ,.. S! •
IJUillng awdy IOyS , Nr

(54)

()q:,tnt/P\ lf"'t\Ufl~ ttnlf' ~dPQUt\lf'I'Y On A

II

l~,rl

1n phonn1tr~•nh . radto, tl<

C. Leisure Time _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..;F.N
:..:..:.;l;.:E:.:.R:.,.

VIII

I~ unnr-(ft\\Mtly dc·pt•rult•nt nn

lttllt"

nllwr' fm lu•lp

0

None of the •hove _ _

IX. RESPONSIBILITY

Vrry
oHI\1'

\hr t\ IU..,IIy drpt•ruft·nt un

h•• nr

nth•·•'

(II tht·c~rcl, c•nh·r • U · m tlu• '"' f,.

d~prndahfr .. •lways

11 0 0-#'• 1\
-----------~Sl·S4
777 ~

takes cart ol

0

P"'''""·'' hrolnnJ;ttnR\
lJ•u~fly

<l<'prncfahfr .. usuafly

ftt'''""·''

h"''"'l!'""'
Nor rr<pnn\lhlr
prrson•l

t•k~S

CMf' Of

h,..l•m..:•n~~

llnro•h.lhfo• · <rlck>m

to the" n~IH )

A. Initiative

0

tht•tl.• ·•l -:

Mnvt"mc."nl 1\ '\lOw .lntl \luCRt\h

£: , I not

TRIANGLES A·C

lt•lumlwr

SP~ms 10 h,lvr nn '"'"''''t •n th•nl!.c.
r101C.h~c. lrl\k J,\C.I h••c ,,Ut.f' ul \\o\,h•tJ

f'

_________A_o~o___.

SELI'·OIRECTION

1\

~

S7

(C:hrck Al.L \l ,llrnwnl< whlf h •ll>l'h l

l)nt•t, not .lflf)IV.

-o

Nont of 1ht •bov~ - -

P• ssivil~

tla\ lo br madr to do llllnJ!<
Hu no amh•toon

Stmpfe

r c . ,..,11cf11nR trlevosion. hs1en1ng

t•k~s car~

ol

p~rsonal

•t ,,ff ..dots not take c.re ol

belongm~ts

0

lnttuction With ' Othus (Circle only~)

(S91 Ctnual R<:sponsibility ICordc onh· (~I

(loll

Ver-y consCt('nt tOu\ dn0 as~unu•\ nuu h rr· ·
\ponsthtltty··rn,,\:.t•\ ,, \ollCChtl l'l run . ttw ,H\ I ,:tncd

fnWrJcU woth others in group gamts or activity

activtttrs .lfl' alw,1 y\ Slt'dornu·cl
Usually or.p~n<I.>IJh···Oidkt•s ~n ··Ifon tn
bt•

reSpotl\tiHitl)', IHW C"o10

I .HIV

0

th.111he- aS\tRnf'"tl ,\lhVIIV Wtfl hf" pC'dorntf"'tJ

Unrehablt---makl.'\ httl~ ellort In carry out

A'''f:"("d

AChvtty wtll bt• 1u-•rlorrned

Not gtvton '<"''pnns•b•htv.

t\

unabh• tu ' ·'"' nut

responsobdoty at all

IX. RESPONS/13/L/TY

D

X. SOCIALIZA 'TION

10

nc~<ll'cl

Show• tnnwfl'fdtoon lur otlwr\ fl't'long\
Non<: ol tht ~ bovt _ _

0

I not•·""' group act•votoes (leader and organ•zer)
I'MtiCtfMlPS on Rroup activities s pontaneously
,,nd l'•t~o· rlv (acllvr p articopant)
Part•ctp.llt"\ tn group actt vttles if encouraged to
clo sn (passove pa rllcopant)
Oors not part ocopate on group activities

(foSI

Mhlrl'''· r..-l,uum to'""
Kno""' th~ n,,mc•) ul IWUIJit· "",..... lu '''''' · 4:.:,
ci.H\moliP\ , nt•t),!hhnr\
Know' 'lw 11ollll(') uf JH'O~tlt·• not r<'J:\1I.1rl\' r•n ·
CUlllllf'rt'd

1

0

ICh~ck

ill

statements which apply)
4·number
check<'d =

.lnntlwr pt"r~on

Nont ol tht abovt
f>tll'\ nnt apply. P g • bccau\e he or shr has no
\O< o.olonteract oon or os profoundly w•thtirawn (If
lh<'tk<'d. enter "0" on the corcle to the ri~ht)
Soci~ l

0

Maturity

lli

stat4'menU whoch apply)
~

-0

h tnu ldmoloar w•th strangers
h afraocl of strangers
Oors anvthong to make friends
l •k••s tn hole! hands with t'veryone
''At soml'one's Plbow con!tJntly
Non t of lht abovt
()m•• not apply. e g • because he or \he has no
•ucoal ontNactoonor os profoundly withdrawn . (If
d•l'ckc<l. enter "0" tn the circle to the right )

Nont of tht ~bo•~

X. SOCIALIZATION

10

0

s~lli•hn~s

(C:hctk

Ht"cogntlt'\ n"'"n l ,mulv

Recogn•H'\ fll'uph· otlwr th~n f,~nulv

Q!:!£.1

Rvfuses to tak~ turns
Do<'\ not share with others
C.!' IS mad of he cloes not gel hos way
fntrrrupts aide or teacher who is helpong

Awartnus ol Othtrs
((ht•• k lli 'ldh-mt•nl\ """ h •llllllv l

Hd\ mfurn1.U10n '-'houl o11u.·r~. t• 5: • 1uh ,

P~rticip~tion in Croup Activities
(C~rde only

(fofol
(loll

0

ll

Jloll Considtulion lor Othtr\
(Check~ \t,otrnwuts """ " •llll•h I
Show\ ontPrl'\t m th•• ·'"'""of otlw"
lakes CMI' of othrr\' lwloni(IIIR\
Oor<'ctS or man.sgcs tht• aff.u" of oth('r\ "'"''"

lntt•r.ut\ woth others omitativ~ly with httle
tnlt•rtSct•on
Oor\ not rt>sponti to others in • socially
d(Ct'ptable manner

11>41

(I

ADD
S8-S9

011<'" a•s•stanet• to otlwH
I• w•llong to hrlpol ,\\kt•tf
Never hell)\ othC'"

0

uhwch

l)ut

rt'ol,ClOo\hiV (l'f(,\lfl

rl''ponstbthtv . onC' n uncf'ri.Jtn th.tt tht"

)

lllh•r.>ct• '"'" othrrs for at INsl a short period of
I"'"' . <' R . \howong or offerong toys, clot hong or

ADO

----------~---.~--~

numl)('r
checked=

0
D

INSTRUCTIONS rOR PART TWO

Part Two con1.1 ins onlr one: type of item . The following is an example .

111 O• m • JtU P,rsonol
~•lH, lt•OU\,

~ool\

nr

fht"w\

Pro~rty

Occuionolty

G)

own dulh•na

or o•hcr

m~'~·lf•nr~.

buok ) ,

CD

po)s~u•ons

OthPr hPecofv
_ Non~ of th•

l

0

nwn JlrOPC'riV

l rcn' up own

F~q~nlly

0

2..

•bo••

Totol

'i

Select those of the statements wh ic-h are true of the individual being
evaluated, and circle (1) if the behavior occurs occasionally, or (2) if it occurs
frequently Check "None of the Above" where appropriate. In scoring, total
each colurnn on the bonom (Total} line, and enter the sum of these totals in the
circle to the r ight When " None of the above" is checked. enter 0 in the
circle to the right. In the above example. the first statement is true occasionally,
and the last two statements are true frequently; therefore, a score of 5 has
been entered
"Occ.lSionally·· s1gn1fies that the bt>havior occurs once in a wh ile, or now and
thE'n , and "Frequently" signifiE's that the behavior occurs quite often, or
habitually

Usc the space for "Other" when·
1 . The person has related behavior problems in addition to those circled.
2. ThE' prrson has behavior problems th at are not covered by any of the
examples listed

The behavior listed under "Other" must be a specific example of the
behavior problem stated in the item .
Some of the items in Part Two describe behaviors which need not be
considered maladaptive for very young chi ldren (for example, pushing others) .
The question of whether a given behavior is adaptive or maladaptive depends
on the way that particular brhavior is viewed by ;>eople in our society.
Nonetheless. in completing this Scale you are asked to record a person's
behavior as accurately as possible, ignoring, for the mument, your personal
b1ases; then, when you later interpret the impact of the reported behaviors, you
should take into consideration societal attitudes.

11

PART

TWO

I. VIOLENT AND DESTRUCTIVE l3EHAVIOR
Ocu~ion• lly

(1 1

Thr~~•~ns

or

Usts thrP.strn•n&:

O~s

c,.,., .1nd \Crean\s

fi:l'\lurt''

Pushc\, ~cr.l t(ht•S or p1nrhrs t.Hht•r\

Ktck~.

frequentl y

(S) Hu Violent Ttmper, or Temper hnlrums

lndorcctly c~usc~ onau" In nlht•f\
Spou on olhNs
l'ulls n1hcr\
Uolrs olht'rs

Ocusion~lly

fr(qu(nliy

Physic. I Violence

2

St.oonps f••l whole banaona objects or
slan~mong door\, elc
St.1n11a frrl. scrNmong and yelling
1 honws
on floor. scrumo"g and yelling
OthN (\pr~ofy
)
---Non~ of the • bove
Tot•l

,,.If

h~or. ~M~. ~lc

0

stnkt•\ or,,.,.,,, ntlwrs

lhrows oba<'<l\ Jluth('O\
t;hok<'• nthf.'rs
Uses obaccts ~s wc.oaH>n' •~t•oml olhr"

..J..

2
2
2

I. VIOLENT AND ----"""""'
AO;;..O
;;_DESTRUCTIVE BEHAVIOR
l·S

0

D

Hurt\ ammcll\

Other {\p<'<ofy - - - - - - - - - - ---Nont of the • bovt
lol • l

II . ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOR
(6) fuses or Gossips About Others
Htl)\, ICcUS or chrw5o OWill lnthmg

Soils own properly
1 urs up own magatonts . boolo.s. or olhN
posscssions

0

1

Otlwr hP<'Coly -----------~ 1..!_
---None of lh~ • bovt
Tol • l

Ill

0

others
Polk\ on others
MAk~s fun of others
Other (specify:. _ __ _ _ _-'
lot • l

Othtrs' l'roptr1y

1

2
1

0

D• m•gu Public Properly

TeMs up magaliMI, l>noks or other publoc
properly
Is overly rough woth furnolure (kocks:
mulolales. knocks ol dow")
Brt•ks windows
Stuffs toilet woth pap~r . towels or other soltd
ob1ee1s that cause an ov~rflow
.1
Allempls 10 set fires
.1
Other (specify ·_ _ _ _ __
1
Tot•l-Non~ olth~ •bov~

12

t>th~rs
Tr~\el

- - - None of lht • bov~
O~ m• g~s

Rops, Itars. or chews olhtrs dotho"g
Sools others' proptrly
Tears up others mag•llne;, book~.
or person~l posscssoons
Other (specify -----------::-~
---NoM of lh t • bovt
Tol • l

(41

Couop\ about others
Tell~ untru~ or uaggeraled stories about

2
2

2

0

(7) Bosses

~nd M•nipul~ lu

Others

Trorslo tell others whatlo do
Demand~ servict>s from others
Pusht~ others around
Causes foghls among other p~opl~
Manopulales others to gellhem on trouble
Otht>r (specofy
I
---Non~ ol the •bove
Tot• l

(81

Disrupts

Olh ~ rs'

0

Activities

th~ way
with others' activities. ~.g ., by
blocking passag~. ups~tlina wheelchairs, ~lc 1
Upseu others· work
.. ..... .
Knock~ around articles thil others are
workin g with, e .g .. puul~s. card aames, elc .. ,
.
Snatch~• things out ol others' ha,ds . .. . ....
Other (s~coly:
I
·~
Tml
---Non~ ol the abowot

Is always in

1

lnl~rler~s

,
,

2
2
2
2

2

0

Ill. REBELLIOUS BEHAVIOR
(9 ) Is

lnconsider~le

of Others

Occu ionally

Keeos temperature in publoc areas
uncomfortable for•others. e R • oprns or
closes window, changt'S thrrmnUal
Turns TV, radio or phonngrAph on too
loudly
Makes loud noises while othrrs are rNdm~t
Talks too loudly
Sprawls over furniture or space nt"edcd
by others
Other hPt'C•fv .
None of the • bove
Tot~ l

( 12) Ignores Regul•tions or Regular Routines

Ha<

0
...!..

[10) Shows Disrespec1 fllr Others' Propert y

Does not return things that were borrowrd
Uses others' property without permission
Loses others· belongings
Damages others· proprrty
Does not recognize the difference between
own a nd others' property

1

Other (specifv ·~----- - -None of the • bove

1

~o

Tot• l

Uses hostile language, e g • "stupid
jerk," "dirty pig," etc
Swears. curses, or uses obscene lAnguage
Yells or screams threats of violence
Verbally threatens others. suggesllng Jlhy\lcal
voolence
Other (specify: _ __ _ __

II . ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOR

6-11

attitude toward rules but
.1

I Ia< 111

be forcrd In go through waiting
lont"s, ~ It • lunch lmes. Iicht Iines. etc.
VoolatP< rules or regulations. e. g . eats in
restricteo areas, disobeys traffic signals,
etc.
Refuses to par1icipate in required activities,
e R . work, school, etc.
Othrr (specofy - - - - - - - - '
- None of the • bon

( 1l)

1
1

0

2

.L

Ruisls Follnwins lnstruc1ions,
Requests or Orders

CN< upst'tof RIVtn a direct order

.1

2
1
2

2

2

0

2

1
2

0

___.. D
ADO

nr~tatovr

u-.u.lllv confnrm\

Plavs duf and does not follow instructions
1
Uoes not pay allention to instructions
Rrfu<~s to work on assigned subject
Hr<~t."rs for Ions periods before doina
auo~tned tasks
Dot'• thr opposite of what was requested
Qlher (sprCify
)
..!..
- - - N one of the above
Total

( 11 ) Uses Anary l•ngu• se

- - -None of the above

Frequently

(14) Hu Impudent or Rebellious

Allitude Toward Authority
ResPnts persons on authority, e. g ..
teachers, group leaders, ward personnel,
etc
h hostile toward people on authority
Mocks people in authority
Sav< that he can lire people on authority
Says relative will come to kill or harm
prrsons In ~uthority
.1
Othtr (sr>ecofy
2..
- - - NoM of the a bove
Total

:o
2

1

(lSI Is Absent From, or Late For, the
Proper Assianments or Pla~s
Is ftlll' 10 rt'QU•rc-d placts or ~ctlviti ~s
.1
F t\tli In rtturn In pl.1r~s wh<-rf' he is
'Uf'ftO\I"tf In hr O'lftN lr,,vinR. t" A , I(Oin~~t In

I
I

0

httlt·l . runnmg ''" t'rr.lnd. <'tC.
Lt'd\'~S pl~ct

of requor~d act ivity without
r>rrmo\Soon. ~ 11 • work, class. ~IC .
Is •b1rnt trom routin~ activillts, e .a ..
work. eta«. ~IC
Stays out lat~ at night from home. hospitil
wMd. dormotory, tiC.
Oth~r fso~cofv

.1
2

1

..1

2
2

- - - Non e of the • bove

13

V. WITHDRAWAL
Runs Aw•y or Alt~mpts to Run A..•r

(16)

Atl~M\PU to run t\\\',\V hom hct\JUI.ll . I1011H",

nr\chuolgrountl
Run\ away frnm '!tUUP oiC llvtlll''· I'
p icn•cs. s chool busc' . o•tc
W:un~ 4lw'lly from h u ,pll,tl , hunlt' . nt
\Chool ground

0

Jr.:

Other (\p~c o fv - - - - - - - - '
- ---None of thr •bovr

Misb~h • vu

(171

lniC"rrupt~

grout'

Occuion~tly

Tot•l

in Croup St11ing\

cl"' '""on

Frequ~ntly

~''' or ,,,_
, net\ •n on~ pos•l ton for a long
IU'tt()(l Of ltnlf'

l>o<o' nnthonlt hut \It and wat<h olhrrs
I ,,u, ~drrp on • <half
I "'' un tht• llour •II dav
I.,_,..., nnf ,r,•m lo rt>dCI to dnyth•ng
Otlwr l •llrllf~
)
----Non~ ol lh~ •bov~

0
Tol•l

h, t .tll 111a,:

-thout unr('l,ut•cl topu,
Ot\rupl\ J!•lrn('~ h\• r•· fu,.uc lu lulltm.- "'''''
Ot ~rupt\ RtOUI) .u ll\'ttw' h\• 11Mkma,: loud

by oH ltnj.! up
not \ldV In \t'oH cluruu:.

0

nOUt"\ Or
l>oll"\

J,.,,,,.

l~f'ftnd

lund• pttrmd, ur ulht·r crnup ''''"'""'

Otht•' (spt•cofv -,--,--,..-----Non ~ ol thr •bovt

Ul/JL. LL/()lJ~

Ill

Tohl

IJ/11·\ \IOU

'''''ll'' un,h,Meor

\urround•ng~

' ' rltlfiC ultto '<""t hor conldCI
h. •• ,,..,twtrc

0

olncl unrttsponstv~ ,, leelmg

I 1,1\ ,t hl,1nl.. \I .UP
f fd ' et '''rei r\nrt\Ston
O tlwr (\llf'\tly --~-----J
---Non~ of lh~ •bo~~

Tot• l

[HJ Is Shy
h t.rlutl.lnd ~hy '" soc•al \tiUoJ tions
I lui<'\ f.u-t• Ill RfOUP SituatiOn~. ~ g ,
p.Hitt'' · tnformc~l gathrnngs. ttc

1/o"'' nllt "'" -.~11 wolll olhrrs
UNTFW~TI\01(11/Y

IV
(181

T•ku

Oth~rs'

1
. 1

l'r.·frr s to b~ alont.>

IJL31-1AVIOR

lllh"r 1 • 11•·••1~ - - -- -- --'
---Non~ of th~ •bo~~

Proprrlt Without

Tot •l

0

P~rmission

H ._l\ hN•n \ U\P('t,lt•d nf \lt•,t1mt.:,

1 aL.t•\

Oth('r~·

hPimlJ:tni.!\ tl nul l.t•pt tn

V \\'ITHORAWAL

tll.ttt• or IO< l~d
1,tt..t•\ utlwr\' luolmtt~tn(!\ ''""' I"'' lt•h ,
j)Uf}l'\ , dtolWI'f \ ,

I'IC

1 tlkt•\ n thf•r\ · lll'lm't.:"'i.t' "' "'" ""'S: ru
hr•··•"-•n~

IrK "-'

Otlwr l•llt'<ofv - - - - - - - --NoM ol tht •hovt

I

0

1---------· D
AOO

20·22

....!...

VI . S TI:REOTYPED BEHAVIOR

l ol•l

AND ODD MANNERISMS
(I'll l iu

Ill) H•$ Slf<tOiyp~d B~hniOr$

or (huts

l""'''' th,.lruth tn n'"' .ulv.wl .tt:•·

Ot urn\ Itt' I:!.'~"

Chl'dl~ tn g.un t•\, lt•)h, •""t:nmt•nl'

l._u,, lt•t•t tnnltnu.tllv
It,,, lhlnch ccm,ta ntlv rn mohon
\(r,lttlw'. or ruh\ \Pif contonually
\\ ,,.,., ur ' h•l<'' PMt s of th~ body
,..,.,.,u•·cllv
l\1u\.t'\ Ul tttlh lu.-,uiiMt k flnd (orth
flo>< l ' hoc I~ h.1c ~ •ntJ forlh

0

..u
LU."\ ~hnut

\ IIUoliU UI\

lll'' dhnut \!•If
I.,., ,1huut nlht·r'
Otlll'r I
_

'I'""'v

Nonr of thr • bovt

lot• I

\1,,,,.,

0

1'.1C''' 1lw lion,

IV. UNTRUST\VORT/-1~' IJEHAVIOR 1\00
IR · Iq

14

Oth•·r f\IIN•Iv -:-:--~--
Non~ of th~ • bon

Tot • l

IX. UNACCEPTABLE OR
ECCENTRIC HABITS

(24 ) Hu P~culi •r Postur~ or Odd
~nnerisms

O<cuionally
Holds head loh~d
So is wilt. knen under ctlon
Walks on lop toes
Liu on floor with feel up on ttle a or
Walks wilt. fongers on e.rs or woltl
tlandsontlud
Other h~H"ci fv - - --,--- - - None of the obove

117)

0

11

CJ

_A_o_o_ _..

VI. STEREOTYPED BEHAVIOR
AND ODD MANNERISMS

23 24
'

VII . INAPPROPRIATE INTERPERSONAL
MANNERS

Fr~qu~ntly

Has Stn na~ And Unacceptable
H•bito

Smells evervthona
...... ..................... 1
IMpproproately stuffs ttlings in pockets
\horl\, dresses or shoes .. .. ............. .. ..... 1
Pull• threads out of own clothing
1
Pl~vs woth thongs he IS wurona. e .g .• shoe
\lron~t . bullons . etc
S•vl's •nd wea rs unusual articles. e.g ..
safety pons. boll If' caps, etc
ltodrrh thon~ts. oncludona foods
1
Plavs wolh spot
Plays wo lh leces or urone
1
Otherhpecofy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 .................. .1_
- - - None of the a bove
Total

2
2
2

0

2
2
2
2
2

.l.

{2S) Has ln•ppropriate lnter~rsonal
118)

M~nners

Talks too close to others· faces
Blows on ottlers· laces
Burps at ottlers
Kisses or locks others
Hugs or squeezes others
Touches others onappropr~ately
Hangs on to others and does not Itt go
Other (S~coly·
I
---Non~ of th~ above

VII. INAPPROPRIATE
INTERPERSONAL MANNERS

2
2

0
_

_.... D

ENTER

lS

Drools
Gronds teeth autiobly
Stl•l' o" I hi' floor
llotes fongernaofs
Chl'ws or sucks longers or othe r parts
olthe body
Ctlews or sucks clothona or other
onedobles
Eats onedobles
Oronks I rom loolel stool
Puts evervlhong on mouth
Other (Specofy ·- - - - - - '
---None of the abo•~

{29)

Has Oisturbina Vocal or
Spuch Habi ts

Goggles hysterocally
Talks loudly or veils a: others
Talks to sell loudly
Laughs onapproproately
Makes growl ong. hummong, or other
unpleasant noose~
Re~als a word or phrasl' ovN and over
Momon others' spel'Ch
Other fspecifv ·-:-:---:--- - -None of lh~ above

VIII . UNACCEPTABLE VOCAL
HABITS

2
2
1

R ~ movu

2
2
2
2

0

2
2
2
2

.1

.l.

or Turs Oil Own

Clot h in a

VIII. UNACCEPTABLE VOCAL HABITS
(21>)

Has Unaccepta ble Oral Habits

0

Te.us oil bullons or zoppers
ln approproatelv removes shoes or socks
Undrt"sses at the wrong times
T akt"s oil all clot hong wtlole on the toil et
Te~rs oil own clot hong
Refuses to wear clothona
Ottler lspecoly - - - - - - - - None of the above

2

.. 1

.1....

2
2

0

_l

Total

2

Tot of

.L .1.

ENTER
26

•D
15

Ocusionally Frtque ntly

XII. SEXUALLY ABERRANT BEHA VIOR

(lO J Hu Oth er Eccentric Habits
~ncl

Te nclencits
Occasionally

Is overly partocular about place• to sot
or sleep
Stanch on a lavorote •pot . • K . bv wondow.
bv door. f'tc
Sits bv anythontt that vohrat~s
Is a lra od to cl omb Uaors or to go
down staors
Does not want to be touched
Serums ol touched

Other lsp~cily - - - - - Non .. of th e abo••

IX . UNACCEPTAl3LE OR
ECCENTRIC HABITS

Frequt nlly

(Jll En11•11u in tnappropriott
Masturb ation

0
....!..

Has aucmpted to ma\turbate openly
M ast urbates on front ol others
Mdsturbates on group
OohPr (spNoly
None ol the a bon

2

.l

2
~

0

Total

1..
!HI Eaposu Body Improperly

l otol

----"o,:...o.;._•
27-JO

D

X. SELF-ABUSIVE BEHAVIOR
(31) Dof!s Physiu l Viol• nce to Sell

Rott'S <or cut\ \f'll
Slaps or st rikes sell
BanRs hud or other parts of the body
agaonst obtf'cts
Pulls own haor. ears. etc
Scratches or pocks sell causong onaury
Soils and smurs s•ll
Purposely provokes abusf'lrom others
Picks at any sores he mo~ht h•vr
Poke' obtt-Cl1- an own rdr). l"V<-\. no't". or
mouth
Other(specofy
None ol the abov,.
lot of

E •poses body unnece-.sarily alter
2

U\tnlt IOtff'l

St .1nds on publoc places with panU
down or woth dre ss up
E •pases body e•cessovelv during activoties,
" It • playong. dancon~t. silling , etc .
UnolrtHt'S on publoc placu. or in
front ollo~hted wondows
Othrr ISI>t'coly
- N one ol the abo•e
Tou l

2

0

~

!lSI Hu Homoseaual Tendenci es
h sewallv altractf'd to mem~rs of

2
2

0

the s~me sea
Ha• approached others and auempted
homosesual acu
Has engaged on homosesual a ct ivity
OthN (•r>•cifv
None olth e above

2

....!..

2

0

Total

...!..

1..
(l&J Seaual Be havior l h • l Is

Socia lly Unoccept able

D

ENTER •
Jl

X. SELF-ABUSIVE BEHAVIOR

XI . HYPERACTIVE TENDENCIES
(32) Has Hyperac1in Tende nciu
Talks e•cess ively
Wolf not sit stoll for any length of tome
Constantly runs or aumps around the room
or h~ll
Moves or fidgets constantly

.L

Othe r (speco fv·. - - - - - - '
_ None ol the obo•e
Total

X I. H YPERACTIVE TENDENCIES ENTER .
)2

16

0

2

D

Is overly seductove on appearance or
actoons
Hults or carent-s too intensely in
publoc
Needs watchong with regard to
sewal behavior
Lolls or unbullons others· clothing to
touch intimately
Has sesual relations in public places
Is ovnly ag~trenive seaually
Has rdfl('rl othrrs .
..... .. ................ 1
'' <'asoly " kpn advantage of seaually................ 1
OthN hP~coly
)................... .l,
None ol th~ abo•t
Total

2
2

0

2
2
2
2
~

XII . SEXUALLY ABERRANT _ _,::
A:::.
D::.
D..,..IJto
BEHA VIOR
3l· 36

D

Ocusion• lly Fre quently

XIII. PSYCHOLOGICAL VISTURRANCES
Ocusion•llt Frequently
CtuUiliAJn\ about tmag•narv uhySI<.dl

(37)Tends to OvNrstim•te Own Abilitiu

0

.ulmt•nt'
l't~•tt•nd' to hf"

Dot-s not n•co1:n11t' o"n

0

''"''I..Jtton~

H~s too ho~:h ~n uJooooonn of "'"

Tall.> .1bout futur~ plan~ tlldt d'<'
unrealostoc
Otht'r (Sp('Cofv _ _ _ _ __
- - -None ol the • bon

1ll

ACt'"'" dltt<r allneu 1> ovtr
Otl"'r l\soo•c ofv - - - - - - ---None of the • bove

(43)

Tolal

..L

Has O ther Signs of Emotion al

Instabilities
138) Ruc1s Poorly to Crilicism

0

~\nul talk wtwn cnrrt"'t lt~tf

Wothc!raws or pouts "hl'n trotoColl•d
UeCOnlt"\ Uf'\f't wht"n rr•t•c •tt•d
Scrt"dnl\

and crtC'S wht•n (Offl'th•tl

Olhtr (Wt'Cofy
- - - - None of !he •bove

)

(hans:<'' moorl "olhoul apparenl reason
Cnonsol,uns of bJd drums
Croo•\ oul whofl' asii'Pil
Cru•' for no aprMrtnl rtt~\on
S•·, •tn\ to h.wt no rmottondl conlrol
Apf'H.'.lti tn\t"Curt

or fr.Rhttned

tn

ddtfY oH"IIVIItPS

l.ol~'

.1hout nroplt or thonss that

c '"'''' unrrdlt\ltC lll."dr\

1391 Ruc1s Poorl y to Frustr•tion
BlamP\ own nll\tJkrs on olht•"
Wothc!raws or pouts wh('n tlll,.lrttcf
Ulocomes upset wh<'n lhwdrtt•d
Throws temppr lantrums wh<'n ()or.s
not get own wdv
Other (spccofy - - - - - - None ollhe •bove

0

V'lr\UI\ ,,Ju•n UP~f'l

1.111,, .1hou1 suococfr
~'·"marl<' an ~lll'mpt at suacade
Cltho•r l\prcofv - - -- -- -·
None of tht above

0

Toto!

XIII . PSYCHOLOGICAL
DISTURBANCES

ADO
-----'-'-"=--~
17·41

D

140) Oem•nds E.cessive Atlcntion or

Pr•ise
W.tnll t>Ctssovt prdoSP
Is JUious of altcntoon goven to others
Demands e.cessove rr .. ssuranc<'
Acts solly to &•''" dll<'ntoon
Other (sp('Coly - - - - - None ol th e • bove

>.IV. USE OF MEDICATIONS .

0
Toul

)44) U~e ol Prcscrib t d Mediution

2

U't'\ lrt~nqutlt/tr\

U ,,., \rci.U•Vf'\
U\<'' Jnhconvulsant druRS
u.. r, \ttmulanu
Otlll'r f\IIPC ofv - - - . , . - - None of Ihe above

2

0

ToiAI

141) See ms To Feel Persecuted

Complains of unfo~ornl.'ss . PvPn "hen
equal sho~res or provoleg<'s have bt'tn
soven
Complaons. "Nobody lovts me"
Says, "Everybody pocks on me"
Says, "People talk about mco"
Says, "People art .tRa•nst me"
Acts suspicious of people
Or her (sptcify · _ _ _ __ _
_ _ _ None ol the • bove
l ot•l

XIV. USE OF MEDICATIONS _.....;E;..N_T.;;.ER-illo•
44
J

D

0
17

ldenllficalion
Age

Sex
Oate of Administration

DATA SUMMARY SHEET· AA MD ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR SCALE
PART ONE

A. Eating .. .. . . . . . .. .. ........... . . .
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

6 /\66
66
6
~

Toilet Use ... . . .... . . •. .• • ..... .. .. .. ... .
Cleanliness . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Appe;uana . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Care of Clothmg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dressing & Undressing _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~ f.:;:;:;;;;~;~;~';;~~;~~:~~ :

. . . .. .

I\

:... ... ~ D

; ~:::,"'o~:-:::~:;' .·.·•.·.· •.••.••.•••••••••.·•.·•.·••••.·.·.· ••••••.·•.·•••.·••.·.·•.·•6
II. PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

A. Money Handling ;md Budgetmg . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B. Shopping Skills

Ill.

. •.....•.......

ECONO~~~-~(;·;,~-,~y....................

.......•..........

6
I\ 6

~

.. .. .. . . .. . • .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .

-6 1\

IV. LANGUAGE DEVEL OPMENT

v.

NUMBERS AND TIME

A. Cleaning _ .... .... ........... . .... . .......... .. . . .... ... ..... . ...

6

I\

8. Kitchen Duties ..... .. ....... .. ..• .. ..•..•.. .. •. ... • . ........ • ........ . ... - ~
C. Other Domestic Activities . .................... . •.......... . ... .. .. .. . ................

VI.

DOMESTIC ACTIVITY

VII.

VOCATIONAL ACTIVITY

;~:~~:;:,~; ::::·.

..

C. Leisure Time

•

•

•

•

0

•

•

•

VIII. SELF-DIRECTION
IX.

RESPONSIBILITY

X.

SOCIALIZATION

••

•

•

0

•

0

•

•••

••

••

••

••••••

6

. . 4 .66
~

•••••••••••••

•

0

II

Ill

1\
~: ~~;~r~:~~::;e· D~~ei~P;.,~~i_ : ·. : : : ·. ~ : : : : : ~ ~ : ~ : : . ·. ·. ·. :: : : : : ·.:: : : : ·. ·. : : ·.:: : : : : : : : :W. .~
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DATA SUMMARY SHEET

PART TWO

I. VIOLENT AND DESTRUCTIVE BEHAVIOR
II. ANTISOCIAL

BEHAVIOR

Ill. REBELLIOUS BEHAVIOR
IV. UNTRUSTWORTHY BEHAVIOR

v.

WITHDRAWAL

VI. STEREOTYPED BEHAVIOR AND ODD MANNERISMS
VII. INAPPROPRIATE INTERPERSONAL MANNERS
VIII. UNACCEPTABLE VOCAL HABITS
IX. UNACCEPTABLE OR ECCENTRIC HABITS

X. SELF·ABUSIVE BEHAVIOR
XI. HYPERACTIVE TENDENCIES
X II. SEXUALLY ABERRANT BEHAVIOR
XIII. PSYCHOLOGICAL

DISTURBANCES

XIV. USE OF MEDICATIONS
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APPENDIX THREE: Client Lifestyle Implementation Plan (CLIPS)
measure.

INTENSIVE LEARNING CENTRE

CLIP

Brad.ma

INJENSTVE LEARNING CENTRE

Date

Target

B<:havio~

.l.o.lctvcnlJon Sllalcgy

Olcnt Centred Objectives
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.
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APPENDIX FOUR: Massey University Ethics Committee Letter of
Acceptance.
MAS::. I::.

Y

UNIVERSITY

Prl•ll• eaallll2
Palmt: rston No•lh

How Zuland

8 March 1994

Tt lt phont 6"·6·116 '10'1'1
f aulmllt 6(.{>·1)0 S60l
RESEARCH
SERVICES

Hall
PSYCHOLOGY

Ms M

Dear Ms Hall
re: IIEC Application "Evaluation of a behavioural inpatient
programme for chronically mentally ill and the potential
for cognitive therapy " (HEC 9'•/13)
Thank you for attending the Human Ethics Committee meeting on Friday 4
March 1994 with Dr F Deane and for your full explanation of the
procedure involved. The committee appreciated the difficulties for the
participants in understanding informed consent. The committee accepts
your assurances that in obtaining informed consent you will be sensitive
to the needs of the participants.
During discussion with you the following points were made:
(i)
. (ii)

The Information Sheet should be printed on Hassey UniveLsity
letterhead .
It should be made clear on the Information Sheet that you will
have full access to all medical details and may well use such
details in explaining your research findings.

(iii) The identity of the patients must be protected at all times.
(iv)

The right to decline should be made cleaL as should be the right
to decline to answer any question.

(v)

~e suggested the last sentence on the Information Sheet be
deleted. Participants should be given time to consider whether
they wish to take part.

(vi)

Subject to the above amendments, this study may proceed when you
~ave approval from the Manawatu ~anganui Area Health ~oard Ethics
Committee.

DEl-lE
Chairperson
HUMAN ETHICS COMMITrEE
c.c.

Dr f Deane
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APPENDIX FIVE: Manawatu-Wanganui Area Health Board Ethics
Committee Letter of Acceptance.

MANAWATU WANGANUI

ETHICS COMMITTEE
P 0 Box 2056

Palmerston North
Chairperson: Bibby Plummer

Phone: (06) 350-8943
Fax: (06) 351-6669
Stcrr:~.~Jry: Deborah BtU

DB1111

CENTRAL
REGIONAL
HEALTH

AUTHORITY
3 May 1994

Ms Marie Hall
Department of Psychology
Massey University
Private Bag 11 222
PALMERSTON NORTH

Dear Ms Hall
ETHICS REGISTER 07/94- EVALUATION OF A BEHAVIOURAL INPATI ENT PROGRAMME
FOR CHRONICALLY ILL AND THE POTENTIAL FOR COGNITIVE THERAPY
Thank you for your letter of 14 April 1994, and copy of the questionnaires and revised
information sheet for the above study. These were received and discussed at the Manawatu
& Wanganu i Ethics Committee meeting held on 1 8 April 1 994.
Members of the Committee commended your close attention to the Committee's concerns.
am pleased to inform you that full Ethics Committee approval has been granted for your study
to commence.
I would advise that the Ethics Committee makes decisions on ethical issues only . We note your
study is to be carried out in the Wanganui area . You are therefore required to obtain written
approval from the Chief Executive Officer, Good Health Wanganui for your study to commence.
If you wish your study to be extended to the Manawatu area you should forw ard a copy of your
• 'POsal, along with a copy of this letter to the Chief Executive Officer, MidCentral Health
Lornited. If you require any finances and/or resources for this proposal you are required to inform
the Chief Executive Officer accordingly.
Please note, this study is approved for a two year period in the Manawatu & Wanganui area
on ly, and re-approval is required after that time .
Finally, the Ethics Committee requires you to submit a progress report on the study within
twelve months, and at the completion of the study a copy of any report and/or publication for
its records. Please notify t he Committee if your study is abandoned or the protocol changed in
any way.
We wish you every success with your proposal.
Yours sincerely

.-,~btU-_
Bibby Plummer
ETHICS COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSON

'

